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“It has been said of dreams that they are a ‘controlled 
psychosis,’ or, put another way, a psychosis is a dream 
breaking through during waking hours.”

— Philip K. Dick, VALIS
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the small cramped dark 

1



inside you 

“And when at last you find someone to whom you feel you 
can pour out your soul, you stop in shock at the words 
you utter—they are so rusty, so ugly, so meaningless and 
feeble from being kept in the small cramped dark inside 
you so long.” 

—Sylvia Plath, The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath
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1970–1980

When the policeman arrived at the wrong house, fire 
extinguisher in hand, I immediately perked up. “5 Dorset 
Road is across the street,” my friend’s mother Mrs. Lochbaum 
declared. Registering that this uniformed man and the 
accompanying sirens of the fire truck in the distance were 
headed for my home, I skittered across the Lochbaum’s 
sloping green lawn to get a glimpse of the action. 

In no time a small crowd had gathered around the leafy 
property. There was no evidence of flames or smoke, or 
my mother, who had sequestered herself in her upstairs 
bedroom of the two-thousand-square-foot, neo-colonial 
tract home in Berkeley Heights, New Jersey, as she did most 
hot summer afternoons. Aroused by the energized crowd, 
at six years old I became determined to plant upon Jimmy 
English, a same-aged neighbor from up the street, a kiss. His 
unwillingness to be kissed only heightened my enthusiasm. 
As I chased the small boy with the close-cropped reddish-
brown hair about the steep slope of our front yard, between 
the tall tangle of sinister looking oaks and elms, doing my 
utmost to catch up with him, I grew dizzy with pleasure and 
excitement.

Meanwhile inside the house, my mother, who had had her 
ear plugs in and was not easily roused, was busy explaining 
to the many uniformed men that she had only meant to 
keep the small saucepan on the stove for a short while, until 
the water had boiled, to make herself a cup of coffee. It was 
common for my mother to turn on the stove and leave the 
water boiling in a small saucepan, forgetting about it long 
enough for it to burn completely dry, leaving behind a chalky 
black residue, sometimes even warping the metal. 

After the firemen left, despite having burned a section of the 
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kitchen wall behind the yellow enamel stove, and despite not 
having recognized the sounds of alarm ringing throughout 
the half-mile development or having sensed the smell of 
smoke until the firemen had broken down the front door, 
my mother continued to boil water for her coffee in multiple 
small pots, ruining them on a continuous basis. 

It was no surprise that she had almost burned the house 
down. Not for me or for the neighbors, nor for my physicist 
father. 

1967–1968

I was two-and-a-half years old when I first recognized that 
something was wrong. We were living in Oxford, England 
at that time, when my brother was born. My father had just 
returned from observing cosmic background radiation at 
Teide Observatory in the Canary Islands when he took me to 
the hospital to see my mother. After parking his red Rover, 
we entered the double doors of the hospital, the ground 
outside still wet from a brief afternoon shower. Cheerfully 
swinging my favorite box of sweets that my father had bought 
for me, I skipped through the entrance and down a long 
corridor. 

Upon entering her room, I found my mother tucked into 
a twin bed, a glass thermometer clasped firmly between her 
lips. 

“Mommy, are you sick?” I asked. 
“Yes,” she guffawed loudly. “Yes, I am.” 
A mild alarm set in. Without meaning to, my mother had 

disclosed a carefully guarded family secret. 
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Moments later, our family’s new addition was wheeled 
into the room. Swaddled in a blanket, velvety fists clenched 
in sleep, my pale newborn brother’s thrumming presence 
served to break the discordant spell. 

Six months later

I recall my mother cooing delightedly as my brother crawled 
about the kitchen floor in diapers and a snug white t-shirt. 

“I was stung by a bee,” I notified my parents, clutching at 
a tender pale forearm. 

Outside, a large swarm of bees circled about our garbage 
cans in the narrow walkway between our house and the back 
yard. I had been afraid of these bees but persevered in my 
march, buoyed by the following parental pronouncement: “If 
you don’t trouble them, they won’t trouble you.” 

That afternoon, steeling myself as I passed by the intimi-
dating swarm, the adage was proven false, and I was stung. 

“No, you weren’t,” my mother said. “Now shut up and eat 
your lettuce.” 

“Daddy,” I turned for what I hoped would be a sympa thetic 
ear, “I was stung by a bee.”

My parents’ attention diverted then to my brother crawling 
along the floor in a patch of bright sunlight.

“Never mind, Claire,” my father responded in a soft register. 
“Just eat your lettuce.”
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1967

“If you knew how it worked, you would die.”
Shortly after my brother was born, I began to have a 

recurring dream. I would first see a midsection of a brain, 
followed by an eerie pronouncement: “If you knew how it 
worked, you would die.”

Years later, reading H. P. Lovecraft’s celebrated story of 
cosmic fear, “The Call of Cthulhu,” I encountered the same 
feeling of self-revulsion and dread from its opening lines: 

“The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability 
of the human mind to correlate all its contents. We live on 
a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of 
infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far.” 

September 30, 1968

After a five-day voyage on the Queen Elizabeth, the largest 
passenger ship in the world, our British family arrived in 
Newark, New Jersey; my father, a budding physicist and 
member of the “brain drain” of scientific and technologically 
trained minds leaving for America, would begin work at 
Bell Labs, the renowned research arm of at&t, credited for 
breakthrough innovations such as the transistor, the laser, 
and the first communications satellite. 

It was here, working with Nobel Prize-winning scientists 
on superconductivity and the detection of cosmic microwave 
background radiation, which provided spectacular proof of 
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the Big Bang Theory, that my father co-invented a detector, 
a micron in size, which would launch the remainder of his 
career. 

1968–1971

In New Jersey with time on her hands, determined to turn 
out her brood’s first genius, my mother taught me to read. 
The time spent with my mother seated on her disheveled bed 
was grueling. I often stumbled over words beginning with 
or containing the digraph “th” and its preponderance of 
pronunciations as in the case of “this” or “breathe.” 

“We just had that word over here,” she would snap, causing 
me much consternation.

I grew anxious during these drawn-out sessions and 
longed to be released from the gloom of my mother’s heavily 
curtained room. Together we read the slim Ladybird 
pocket-sized books, purchased by my grandmother in 
England, featuring pale, carefully groomed Peter and Jane. 
Nonetheless I was a dutiful student, graduating quickly 
from one level of the keyword reading scheme books to the 
next. By the time I was in kindergarten, I had graduated 
to reading children’s books: J. M. Barrie’s Peter Pan, the 
series of Wizard of Oz books by L. Frank Baum, and Mary 
Poppins by P. L. Travers, among others. This was more a 
testament to my mother’s indomitable spirit than to what 
she was sure was my inordinately high iq. 

When my brother learned to read, he was spared such 
brutal expectations. “Peter jumped into the pool,” he 
cheerfully proclaimed, eyeing the pages of the open Lady-
bird book that sat perched between my mother’s hands.
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Pool? I peered in amazement. Peter, with his brown hair 
parted neatly on the side, was jumping from a tree branch 
into a natural body of water, a small stream or pond, but 
definitely not a swimming pool. 

“There’s not one letter in common between those two 
words,” I cried foul.

The correct word was “water” but rather than berate my 
brother, my mother laughed with open delight. 

On memory

At five years old, before falling to sleep, I would perform a 
slow review of the day’s most salient moments, patiently 
waiting for them to register in vivid cinematic detail. The 
woods redolent with the fragrant smells of spring’s first 
rain, or the terrifying moments, tightly ensconced within 
the folds of a scratchy blue blanket, precipitating my first 
altercation with my grandparents over a stolen box of candy. 

The fastidious encoding of these episodic memories kept 
me preoccupied for long idle stretches alone in my room, the 
sun still bright in the early evening sky. That in short order 
these daily highlights would no longer assert themselves 
in rich sensory detail was a given. A slow degrade of these 
encoded scenes meant stories would become the inevitable 
next-best means for holding onto the past. Distinctly aware 
that I would not be able to rely on the instantaneous recall 
of my memory, I had to take extreme care to get the details 
right for these nightly performances. The stories were then 
safeguarded as the closest approximation to the truth that I 
might ever come to know. 
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Bears on Wheels

Leaving for school each morning, the war between us 
intensified. Remember to tell your teacher you can read, my 
mother would scold me when she dropped me off at the 
top of Horseshoe Road, where a big yellow bus would show 
up like clockwork to usher us children three long blocks 
to the local public school. Yes, Mummy, I would respond 
dutifully, fully committed to doing just the opposite. (Our 
mother detested the Americanized Mommy, and forbade its 
use.) As the driver of the school bus lurched open the heavy 
metal door, my mother would then add the following caveat, 
Remember to sit in the middle, petrified that I might die or 
become severely injured in an accident on the short ride to 
Hamilton Elementary. 

At home after school, I was then asked whether I had told 
my teacher I could read. “I forgot,” was my usual excuse. I 
dreaded standing out among my peers. An immigrant with 
asocial parents, my predominant concern was to fit in. Finally 
my mother lost patience with my thin excuses and called the 
teacher, blowing my cover. To test my mother’s claims, I was 
given Bears on Wheels, by Stan and Jan Berenstain. At first I 
thought my teacher was playing a practical joke on me. Why 
had she given me something this simple to read? Caution 
prevailed, and I did as I was told, assiduously reading the 
simple book out loud. In no time I was advanced to the 
first grade, where I soon learned that it was de rigueur to 
appear disinterested in whatever lesson was at hand. During 
reading group, our tall willowy teacher chalked the two-
letter word “no” on the board. 

“Now,” she asked the group of students seated about the 
low school table, “can anyone tell me what this says?” No one 
raised a hand. 
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On being Jewish

“Never tell anyone you are Jewish,” my mother warned me. It 
was 1971. Nixon was in office advocating a New Federalism, 
and second-wave feminism had established itself with 
defiant protests and marches for equal opportunities and 
equal pay. Both my parents were of Jewish descent. For 
some reason, however, I was disallowed to speak of our 
heritage. 

While my father enthusiastically toiled away at Bell 
Laboratories and my mother did her best to defy the 
conventions of housewifery, I played in the remodeled 
basement of Sally Gunning, a school friend who lived at 
the upper boundary of the Horseshoe Estates. Hers was 
one of five cookie-cutter homes in our small, two-mile 
square development, a hilly, exclusively white suburb of 
northeastern New Jersey. 

Sally Gunning was the proud owner of a dizzying array 
of Barbies—a doll I was expressly forbidden from owning by 
my mother who deemed me too old at five for such claptrap. 
Reveling in the bending of Malibu Barbie’s long, tapered 
appendages into a glut of modish poses, I was suddenly 
asked a revealing question. 

“What religion are you?” Sally asked, blonde and superior 
in her fashionable plaid jumper. My mother’s prohibitions 
on discussing the subject had not included an appropriate 
dodge. Unprepared, I stared blinkingly up at Sally. 

“Christian,” I managed to say after a decidedly awkward 
moment. 

“Really?” she seemed excited. “What denomination?” 
I searched blindly for an answer. Having never stepped 

inside a church or synagogue, I had precious little to offer on 
this topic. Finally I managed to issue forth a multi-syllabic 
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answer, one that escapes me to this day. 
“Wow,” Sally enthused. “Me too!”
After this, I vowed never again to follow my mother’s 

incomprehensible rules.

Horseshoe Estates Development

Everyone knew where the other three Jewish families in our 
subdivision lived. These homes were notably cared for better 
than ours, with their custom paint jobs, superior roofing, 
carefully clipped hedges, and shiny new cars parked out 
front. My parents were bookish, busy with invisible realities. 
Our cars were bought used and often in need of a paint job. 
The grass often went uncut in summer. Our back yard was 
flinty and covered in crab grass. And in the front, instead of 
the deliberately planted trees like the neighbor’s, a copse of 
irregularly spaced mature elms and oaks loomed over our 
home like a sinister cabal. 

The solicitous phone call we received each summer from 
a paint contractor came as no surprise. My father would 
confide to my mother in an aggrieved tone, “A neighbor 
has complained about us again. We are bringing down the 
neighborhood real estate values.” 

My mother’s throaty laughter, a giddy pleasure in defying 
convention, would then be accompanied by my father’s ironic 
grimace. In their derision of the neighbors, my parents were 
in complete accord. 
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1972–1975

Prejudice in our neighborhood was not restricted to religion. 
When the first African-American family purchased a house 
on Springfield Road, it was literally the talk of the town.

The prejudice grew even more apparent in fourth grade 
when my family migrated back to England for what turned 
out to be a brief time. In our absence, our home was rented to 
an African-American family, a fact never openly discussed 
in my household, perhaps because it was simply of no 
concern. 

This move that would allow my mother to revive a hastily 
abandoned law career would not end well. In the summer of 
1975, we emigrated back to the United States. While visiting 
a neighbor whose daughter I often babysat, I came to learn 
that our tenants had not been white. 

“Did you have to fumigate your house?” our neighbor 
mockingly asked, supine on her redwood deck under the 
shade of a massive oak, the racial-hatred under pinning our 
white suburb erupting shockingly into plain view. 
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Don’t!

Before my mother found purpose again, and whenever my 
father went out of town on business, I would be required 
to take his place in bed. I’m afraid to be alone, she would 
complain of her husband’s lengthy absences. During those 
long, anguished nights I would lay on the hard mattress 
next to my mother, stricken. If I so much as moved a muscle, 
turned over or breathed too loudly, I would be sharply 
rebuked. Stop moving. Or, Don’t! she would exhort in a 
threatening tone.

Too afraid to sleep, I would lie awake throughout the night, 
mesmerized by the steady rhythm of a popping sound—a 
bubble of spit that would form between my mother’s lips and 
pop before another would promptly take its place. Mortified 
by this involuntary behavior of hers, I would bide my time 
waiting until she would turn over before I might attempt 
a stealth move. The heavy curtains of her bedroom drawn 
tight, I would wait until dawn for a chink of light to appear 
under a wide crack in the flimsy particleboard door to her 
bedroom. May I go to my own room now, Mummy? Okay, 
darling, she might murmur in her sleep.

Permission granted, I would traipse down the hallway to 
my bedroom, aggrieved and full of spite, vowing to grow up 
to be nothing like her. A foolish if spirited proposition.
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Mrs. Dee’s

My mother was a distant presence at best. Still she was a 
dutiful parent, enrolling us in summer classes like swim-
ming and arts and crafts. Each summer I would take lessons 
at Mrs. Dee’s Swim Club. The bathing suit I wore, a one-
piece sailor’s suit with its white pleated skirt, navy-blue 
bodice and bright red belt, excited me to no end. I loved any 
excuse to put it on and strut about the house during the hot 
months instead of wearing the obligatory frowsy dress. 

I was not a good swimmer. In fact, I was lamentably bad. 
Deluded about my talents, at the end of each summer I 
would wait for the swim club bathing suit patch to arrive, 
commemorating that year’s achievement. This was always 
anti-climatic. Before even opening the transparent waxy 
envelope, I would make the unhappy discovery that I never 
seemed to advance. The stitched image of a bathing-capped 
beauty diving into water that arrived in the mail was always 
a beginner’s patch.

One afternoon I recall waiting for Mummy after swim 
class, the air strongly scented with chlorine. The last parent 
to arrive, a blur of pink lipstick and glossy dark hair, she 
appeared through the sunlit aperture of the doorway, a 
striking silhouette. 

“Come on!” she commanded loudly in her accented, 
high-pitched voice. Her tone was distant. Disem bodied. I 
understood that she was different from the other mothers. 
Though I could not have understood why.
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The classics

Beyond early schooling, our mother didn’t interact with us 
much. She may have simply found us children poor company. 
She was always so eager to get us to sleep. Most nights, 
even during those sun-filled summer evenings, we were 
squirreled off to bed, often as early as 5 p.m. We were also 
required to take two-hour naps during the day. To a young 
active child, this felt punitive. Anti-social. Foreboding. 

Often my mother implored me to read “the classics.” 
These were her childhood books that she kept for me on 
the top shelf of my spare closet. While she had perhaps 
intended that these musty, hard-backed keepsakes would 
be a sentimental gift, they symbolized for me a senseless 
captivity. My room, painted a gender-specific pink, was 
almost entirely bare. These books were its chief adornment, 
and for some time they were anathema to me.

One late afternoon, bored of empty midday hours spent 
alone in my room, I maneuvered a small wooden chair inside 
the closet to procure a book from the shelf. To my surprise, 
I discovered my mother’s books were magical, rich and 
engrossing, not the turgid, joyless tomes I had feared. These 
were mostly late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-
century fairy tales, coming-of-age tales, or adventures, the 
standard fare of mid-century children’s literature: Little 
Women, The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, The 
Three Musketeers, Little Lord Fauntleroy, The Secret Garden. 

While I lost myself in books, my mother was transported 
by internal rhythms of her own. Naked in a see-through 
pink nylon negligee and strappy heels, my mother swung her 
firm alabaster legs high in the air as she traversed the many 
rooms of our open-plan house, enraptured, humming and 
snapping her fingers in a clumsy syncopation. 
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1970–1972

Knowing something was wrong in our household, I chalked 
up most problems to my mother’s poor character. She often 
attacked me for small infractions of household rules. And 
she held my father to similar impossible standards. My 
parents fought a lot in those days. I remember listening to 
her accusations after they returned home from parties, work 
parties usually. These arguments lasted long into the night. 
 I wasn’t flirting with her. — You were. — I wasn’t. — I saw 
you. My mother wouldn’t let up, and the misery of her 
relentless recriminations countered by my father’s soft-
voiced pleas was interminable.

After a time, I wanted my father to leave my mother, to 
go, maybe to an expensive hotel and recover his dignity. I 
believed she was in the wrong, and he the put-upon victim. 
My father was mild mannered, generally, and didn’t have the 
time or the inclination to harangue his spouse. My mother 
harangued us all, often. 

A year or so into these wearying bedroom wars, my father 
started threatening to leave. Late into the night he would 
make a show of packing his bags. My brother and I would 
marshal our forces, seizing his packed bag from the landing 
of the second floor of our home, squirreling his things back 
into the spare room as a strong declaration of love for him 
and some sort of misguided hope for our family unit. His 
case hidden, Dad would have no means of escape. As the 
fighting continued I grew more and more unsettled. It was 
demoralizing, and I felt embarrassed for him. Finally I 
had had enough and no longer orchestrated the hiding of 
his suitcase (my attempt at reconfiguring the domestic 
argu ment into a family hoot — Where did you hide it?  
Ha, ha.) During one of the last pretenses at separation, 
my father peered up at me from the bottom of the stairs, 
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brown suitcase beside him on the black tile of the foyer, 
packed and ready to go. 

“I won’t go, Claire, if you don’t want me to.” My father’s 
bright blue eyes bored into mine, pained and almost pleading. 

This wasn’t the outcome I had envisioned. I wanted my 
mother proven wrong. She couldn’t harass us this way. But 
instead, I was being asked to thread together a family I 
naively wanted dissolved. In a willed tone of girlish need, I 
enacted for my father the words he wanted to hear: “Don’t 
go, Daddy.” And the suitcase was promptly put away. 

Point Pleasant Beach

My father and I were born on the same day—April 18. Despite 
our similarities in some characteristics, we did not share the 
same proclivity for long, unrestrained conversation. From as 
young as five, I remember badgering my father on outings 
for answers on all conceivable topics. But why Daddy? Why? 
Why? Ignoring my ceaseless inquiries, he would drive on in 
silence. Later on, I tried engaging my father in passionate 
review of football, a sport he routinely tuned into on weekends, 
positioned a few feet in front of  the black-and-white television 
in a velour, swivel bucket chair. 

Daddy, I would ask, hoping to cheer on a favorite team, 
Which team to do you want to win? The black team or the 
white team? Sharing in an emotional identification with my 
father was a vain hope. It doesn’t matter, he would answer in 
a barely detectable English accent, long legs neatly stretched 
out before him, eyes nearly closed. 

In the summers, he often took us children to the Jersey 
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Shore, the scent of which I readily confused with that of the 
oil refineries along the Jersey Turnpike. The window of our 
vehicle cracked open, I would inhale deeply the acrid smell, 
almost swooning. Ah, the beach! I would exclaim giddily, my 
father always quick to correct me. 

The mile-long Point Pleasant Beach, with its kid-friendly 
boardwalk and dynamic waves, was where we would play 
Skee-Ball, buy delicious clouds of cotton candy, and duck 
and dive under the waves close to the shore. When it was 
our father’s turn to exercise, I would sit hunched on my 
towel and watch him swim out far beyond the waves in 
his light blue swim trunks, pale arms slicing through the 
Atlantic until he faded from view. A half-hour later Dad 
would return dripping wet to relax on his worn, brightly-
colored towel. Stealthily I would observe the distinctive scar 
that ran the length of my father’s lean torso, the result of a 
severe burn that he had incurred at eight years old when his 
younger brother tipped him in his chair too close to the fire. 
A mesmerizing scar that licked at his ribs like the dazzling 
rays of the sun. 

Alter ego

During this time, my terahertz-wave pioneering father was 
almost always at “the labs,” a term I confused readily with 
another oft-used term, “the lav;” an English colloquial ism 
for the bathroom, someone in our household could be going 
to either the labs or the lav. 

Joy, I’m leaving now for the labs. I won’t be back until late. 
The close association of these terms disturbed me. Did my 
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father work in a large porcelain toilet bowl?
In the high-ceilinged corporate brick building, my father 

participated in open discussions with Nobel laureates that 
led him to the invention of a radio receiver able to detect 
elusive elements in the interstellar medium. While my 
father’s ambitions for success were being met at every turn, 
my mother’s boredom and frustration was acted out upon 
her school-aged children. Like my father, she too had been 
educated at Oxford, yet her career aspirations remained 
unfulfilled. 

 Sometimes at night when I was meant to be in bed 
reading the Brother’s Grimm or books by P. L. Travers, I 
would sneak downstairs to snatch glimpses of prime time 
television, and the myriad performers who entertained my 
father when he took those short breaks between long ten- 
and twelve-hour stints at Bell Labs. I was transfixed by one 
popular singer dressed in bell bottom pants and a button-
down shirt of monochrome black who clasped a shiny silver 
bulbous microphone and belted out the lyrics of his latest hit 
song: What’s new, Pussycat? Woah, woah, woah.

In the reflective glare of the family’s small black-and-
white television, I had discovered an alternate reality. This 
full-throated baritone with the coiffed head of dark curls 
was none other than my father. My reserved English father 
had ditched his commoner threads, the Marks and Spencer 
brand polyester pants and shirt sent to him all the way 
across the Atlantic Ocean by his mother, for the glamorous 
attire of the world renowned Welsh stage singer, Tom Jones. 
This was my father’s alter ego. The two men even shared 
the same first name. This electrifying sight confirmed for 
me an unspoken truth—when my father was away from 
home, he led a glittering life, hips gyrating to the delight of a 
predominantly female audience.
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The other Toms

There was a third Tom, or to be perfectly chronological, a 
second Tom. This second Tom sat at a desk in our dusty 
two-car garage selling homes in our subdivision. We were 
the first homeowners on the block, and my mother was very 
proud of this fact, citing it often. She was equally proud of 
an acquisition that set our property apart, the extra eighth 
of an acre of land. This forested, wild bit of earth, with 
its dense and overgrown blackberry bushes and dozens of 
mature trees separating our home from our neighbors was 
my mother’s pride and joy.  

During the warm summer months of our first year living 
in Berkeley Heights, my mother would often make her 
way from the kitchen into the laundry room in a colorful 
shift, raven-colored hair styled in the same flipped fashion 
as Marlo Thomas in That Girl, to present the handsome 
outsider ensconced in our garage with an icy can of Coca-
Cola. As the mild flirtation flourished between housewife 
and contractor, I sensed in my mother something buoyant, 
almost delighted. 
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1971–1972

In this dream, I am in my father’s large sedan. I am in the 
backseat, and he is in the driver’s seat. The car is in motion 
when suddenly my father thrusts open his door and climbs 
out of the car. I panic, unsure which pedal is the brake and 
which is the gas. I am six or seven years old when I start 
having this dream. 

For some reason, no matter how often I rehearse the 
mechanical knowledge of driving a car when I am awake, 
I am never able to translate this to my dream. Night after 
night, I am abandoned in a car that I cannot control.

Queen’s Gate

Moving to New Jersey was not my mother’s first migration, 
but her second. At eleven years old, her parents had sent her 
from Rhodesia to Queen’s Gate, an elite all-girls boarding 
school nine thousand miles away in England, notably attended 
by the Redgrave sisters. Soon after, her two younger sisters 
followed. Because of the prohibitive expense of traveling 
back and forth between England and southern Africa, my 
mother rarely returned home, spending the better part of 
holidays with family in the u.k. 

Over the years, I grew to think of my mother and her 
sisters as belonging to a strange cabal. Their mere existence 
suggested something vaguely troubling concealed beneath 
the suburban reality to which they aspired. They looked 
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alike, with broad faces and distinctly shaped noses. Spoke in 
accents unlike anyone else’s I knew. This southern African 
accent embodies an incomparably violent history. Influenced 
by years of English and Dutch settling and plundering of 
this Bantu-speaking region of Africa, it is a non-rhotic 
accent, one in which the phonemes, depending upon their 
placement, are not always pronounced.1 For example “r” 
consonants are not always pronounced. The “r” of hark 
becomes “ha:k”, and the “r” of car becomes “ca:” My name 
pronounced by my mother sounded something like “cla:.”

Sharing a common destiny, one by one after college, these 
three women immigrated to America so their husbands 
could find jobs and they could start families. Staying 
close to each other was not the determining factor. The 
impetus was economic. My mother’s youngest sister moved 
to Staten Island with her husband, a Zionist and a doctor, 
who passionately taught his three children Hebrew in their 
refurbished basement. The middle sister moved to Houston 
and then Dallas with her French husband, also a doctor. My 
mother  had been the first to arrive in the u.s., settling in 
New Jersey. Growing up, I felt certain that she, as the eldest, 
held the key to this family’s destiny. Perhaps she did. But it 
was not the one I imagined.

1  Demirezen, Mehmet. “Which/r/Are You Using as an English Teacher? Rhotic or Non-

Rhotic?” Egyptian Journal of Medical Human Genetics, 1 Sept. 2012. Web.
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1944–1985

Of the three sisters, my Aunt Anne was considered to be the 
prettiest. From the warm tone of my father’s voice, whenever 
he spoke of her I knew that he liked her best, maybe even 
more than his wife. Once, after visiting Anne and her family 
in Texas while on business, he told me that I looked like her. 
At six years old, I took this to be a compliment and also a 
terrible omen. I had just learned that my aunt had lost one of 
her legs in a car door. This triggered in me great confusion. 
I would speculate on possible scenarios while seated in 
the back of my parents’s station wagon, wondering why no 
one had come to my aunt’s aid. I became mordantly afraid 
of this vehicle with its outlandish powers. How was it even 
possible to lose a leg through the simple closing of a car door? 
You couldn’t possibly do that to yourself, could you? And 
if someone else were to close the door on your leg, surely 
this someone would hear you scream out for help. It was 
bewildering to say the least. 

Years later, I heard stories from other relatives about 
how my aunt had lost her leg. The first story was that at 
eighteen years old she had fallen in love with a Christian boy. 
Grandpa Mike, a reverent Jew, prohibited the relationship. 
In despair, she swallowed an entire bottle of aspirin and 
hid inside a boudoir, inadvertently falling asleep for over 
twenty-four hours, cutting off the circulation to one of her 
legs. Years later, I was told by other cousins that after being 
denied the opportunity to leave southern Africa for college 
in England, she had threatened to commit suicide. When 
her parents left for a two-day research trip, she attempted 
to make good on her promise and consumed the bottle of 
aspirin. 
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1970–1971

Not all was discord. I remember those first years living on 
Dorset Road when our mother seemed almost content. 

There was a neighbor my mother was willing to spend 
time with, Betty, who lived in a two-story Colonial at the 
end of our cul-de-sac and had three children, all boys 
with whom I loved to play. Her oldest son, Johnny, was 
a troublemaker of the first order and my idol, routinely 
chastised for his bad boy hijinks like smashing the 
neighbor’s garage windows with rocks. Once while playing 
in the half-built foundation of a neighboring construction 
site, he smashed his brother Bobby’s hand with a brick, 
nearly severing his three-year-old brother’s pinkie finger 
from his hand. 

That unforgettable spring afternoon, my mother was 
enlisted to drive Betty and her brood to the emergency room. 
No one cried, no one carped. A glorious drive then ensued 
with everyone piled into our sky-blue Ford station wagon, 
Betty and Bobby in the front seat, his partially severed finger 
wed delicately to his hand with a small hand towel, Johnny 
and the middle brother squeezed in back with my brother 
and me. I remembered being proud of my mother for doing 
her part without the fussing or tension that minor problems 
typically presented. However, this sociability and relative 
calm was not to last.
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A deferred career

In 1972, when the Equal Rights Amendment passed the u.s. 
Senate 84–8 and appeared on its way to being ratified, my 
mother became insistent that our family return to England, 
after living in New Jersey for just over five years, so that she 
could pursue a deferred career in law. 

My mother liked to boast that my father would never 
have taken the research position at Bell Labs without her 
prompting. This job that would launch a rewarding career 
and a twenty-five year professorship at CalTech, where he 
observed suborbital space in nasa airplanes and directed 
one of the world’s first sub-millimeter telescopes; this job, 
which culminated in working with the European Space 
Agency to send experimental equipment into deep space 
to detect dark matter, would have been unwittingly passed 
over by my father if it were not for my mother’s preternatural 
wisdom and clear-eyed practicality. 

Summer 1972

He must have guessed something would be irrevocably lost. 
That summer our father acted to change the dynamic. Out 
of the blue he turned up one afternoon to arts and crafts, 
the summer program in which our mother had enrolled us. 
He was seated in his green Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 
disconcertingly dwarfed behind the steering wheel of its 
long front end. 
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“Get in,” he called out the window. 
He was there to take us on an impromptu family vacation. 

This was a first—encountering our father in the middle of the 
day. Aside from trips to the beach on weekends or occasional 
visits to England, we rarely traveled. That night our family 
left by car for Montreal, a weekend trip that was destined 
to end almost as soon as it began. A minor disaster from 
the get-go, we spent half the night driving up and down the 
same unfamiliar stretch of highway, continually missing 
the off-ramp for our hotel, until my five-year-old brother 
pointed it out to my beleaguered father. 

The hotel room was a prescription for terror. Located on the 
tenth floor of a newly erected skyscraper with mesmerizing 
floor-to-ceiling windows, I could not make my way beyond 
the midpoint of the room due to an extreme fear of heights. 
The following morning at breakfast before we had even 
begun our sightseeing, my mother declared her need to 
study. We had to return home, then and there. My father 
looked crushed, any hope of familial normalcy completely 
dashed.

Statistical anomaly

For the remainder of that summer, with formidable discip line, 
my mother studied for the British bar, barricading herself 
inside her bedroom, going so far as to lock my brother and 
me out of the house during the height of the hot, humid 
season. After a couple of hours of play, desperate for the 
comfort of central air conditioning, we would return home 
to find the front door locked. Resolute in her efforts to 
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study, aided by pale pink wax and cotton earplugs worn 
throughout the day, she ignored our loud banging at the 
door, the ringing of the dual-tone door bell, until she had 
accomplished her goals. 

One afternoon, irked by the sound of us playing inside, 
she complained to our father in loud accented bursts. 

“They make so much noise. How can I study?” 
After this outburst, I watched my father stand before the 

long bank of wide multi-paned windows, gazing distantly 
into our shady front yard, hands wadded in the pockets of 
his slim-line pants. He looked visibly trapped behind the 
glass, peering out onto our uncared-for front lawn, a single 
tear sliding down his cheek. It was the one time I would see 
my father cry. My mother left that September for England 
to sit for the bar. She passed on her first try. This seemed 
extraordinary, given the long break between school and her 
studies. 

Why had my mother chosen to abandon her career in 
law in the first place? Did she suspect that she stood little 
chance to succeed? In that era, few women who passed the 
bar qualified for the position of solicitor and even fewer as a 
barrister. According to bbc News, in 1957 when my mother 
was studying for her A Level examinations at Oxford, only 
1.94% of women completing the tests qualified as solicitors. 
In 1967, the number was 2.7%. In 1977, the number jumped 
to a mere 7.33%.2  

2 “UK | 75 Years of Women Solicitors.” BBC News, BBC, 19 Dec. 1997. Web.
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Giving in 

After passing the bar, my mother began to insist that my 
father give up his work on superconductivity at Bell Labs 
and that we move back to England so she could find work 
as a barrister in criminal law at a chambers in London. 
The only time I saw them touch was when she succeeded 
in wearing him down after many months of determined 
argument. When he finally agreed to move back, she threw 
herself into his lap, triumphant. There my father sat under 
my mother in his customary swivel chair where he dozed 
between long stints at work, now with an odd grimace on 
his face, arms languishing about the bucket-shaped sides 
with my cheerful mother in his lap. For months, I had 
begged my father to give in to her pleas to move back to 
England. You know you’re going to do it, Dad. Just give in. 
The look on his face told me he was in some way pleased to 
give her what she wanted. 

My mother got her wish, and we moved back to England 
at the start of what would have been fourth grade for me, 
and what would have been first grade for my brother. My 
father found employment as a reader in physics at London 
University while he continued to work full time at Bell Labs. 

Later when I asked him how this was possible, traveling 
between two countries to work, he said he could only do it, 

“because the students at the London University weren’t much 
good.” 
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Watford, Hertfordshire

At first we stayed in Watford, an industrial town in the 
borough of Hertfordshire, seventeen miles northwest of 
London with my father’s parents, in a large brick Edwardian 
house that had been converted into a boarding house. Life 
with my father’s parents was fairly uncomplicated and by 
extension almost magical. The large house on Langley Road, 
walking distance from the Watford High Street Station, 
was bordered by beds of scented roses and lavender bushes, 
and shaded with magnificently tall and leafy chestnut 
trees. Behind the house was a long descending garden of 
manicured beds of flowers, massive hydrangea bushes 
and impossibly neat, clipped grass tended to weekly by 
my grandfather with his mid-century push-powered lawn 
mower. A twenty-foot rhododendron tree that grew wide 
and heavy with its massive pink, bell-shaped clusters of 
showy flowers and drapery of glossy green leaves provided a 
sanctuary in mid-summer. In this garden during World War 
II air raids, my father had hidden in a bomb shelter, been 
tormented by his younger brother of six years, and played 
with his model airplanes while hanging from the knobby 
limbs of massive chestnut trees. 

In the dappled sunshine, I helped my grandmother hang 
the laundry outside and spent hours tossing an American 
football about with my grandfather, whose hopes for a 
college education had been dashed when his father died and 
he was required to take over the management of the family 
pub. Instead of becoming a writer as he had once dreamed, 
he worked as a traveling shirt salesman for most of his adult 
life, until he was finally able to obtain clerical work in a 
solicitor’s office in his seventies. 

On this tidy green lawn, my mother once performed several 
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immaculate cartwheels in a row, countering my father’s 
disbelief in her ability to do so. This would be the only time I 
would witness my mother engaged in an act of play. 

“See,” she boasted to us children. “Your father says I can’t 
do cartwheels, but I can.” 

1956–1974

In England, instead of eating meals comprised of cheap 
conveniences like frozen diced vegetables and flank steak, 
we delighted in fresh meats and fish purchased from the 
local butcher and markets, with their abundant foreign 
aromas. When my mother was out looking for a home or 
working at a London barrister’s office, Granny Iris would 
take me into her confidence, telling me stories about my 
father, her firstborn and precious Tommy. My father was 
the first to attend college in his largely Ashkenazi Jewish 
family, whose lineage in England spanned the course of 
two centuries. In 1956, while studying physics at Oxford 
on a scholarship, he met my mother who was attending St. 
Anne’s College, studying law. 

As my grandmother told it, my parents met at a Jewish 
club on campus. 

“Upon first sight, your mother made a beeline for your 
father,” she confided. “She was ready to take him by storm.” 
Apparently, my father was the gleaming trophy and my 
mother, the uncouth but lucky contestant. 

I began to wonder if there had not been another more 
suitable woman out there, someone more pliable and less 
arrogant who might have won my father’s affections had 
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my mother not been, in my grandmother’s estimation, so 
aggressive. Prior to the war, Jewish students generally chose 
to hide their religious background and ethnicity. Prejudice 
in England against Jews had been a long-standing practice. 
According to the Oxford Chabad society, the aftermath of 
World War II did much to change public perception of Jews: 

The war changed much in Oxford. Apart from a 
massive, though temporarily swelling of the Jewish 
population of Oxford, and the arrival of exotic 
European refugees, including Einstein, the war 
shattered the already tattered remnants of the 
social fabric of the old order in the Oxford colleges. 
Thus the postwar era saw a great expansion in the 
numbers of Jewish students attending Oxford, and 
an exceptional growth in the numbers of Jewish 
academics. 

3

I was surprised to learn that my parents had participated 
in any kind of social club. In their married life, they had little 
time for such frivolity.  

3 Roberts, Marcus. “A Brief History of Jews of Oxford.” Oxford Chabad Society—Serving 

Oxford Jewish Students, 2005. Web.
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Summer 1960

The story of my mother and father’s honeymoon goes some-
thing like this: Traveling one night in Germany, my father 
found himself driving the wrong way down a poorly lit, one-
way road. Suddenly, a big rig appeared out of nowhere. My 
father managed to swiftly maneuver his small English car 
into a tight parking spot, failing however to position the car 
entirely out of harm’s way. The truck clipped the rear end of 
his car, and my father was flung headlong into the wind shield.

Not wearing his seat belt, my twenty-three-year-old father 
cracked his skull open. Meanwhile my mother, who was 
belted in, incurred minimal injuries—a light concussion and 
chipped front tooth. An augur of trouble to come.

1970–1973

In America, with my professionally educated English parents, 
I was markedly different from my peers, and often on the 
receiving end of thoughtless invective. Here, where my father 
grew up, I had hoped to find some sort of easy acceptance. 
This would not be the case. On the playground of my private 
school (what we call a public school in the u.s.), I was 
branded a “Yankee” and teased unmercifully until I finally 
adopted a British accent. 

After that, I soon found my place at school. This would be 
a pivotal time, when I would discover I had some aptitude for 
writing. That term, our teacher arranged on a tall bookcase 
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as many disparate yellow objects as she could find. We were 
required to choose one object as impetus for writing. I chose 
a vinyl purse and wrote about its mysterious contents: a 
matchbox containing an entire community of miniature 
people and witches, whose calibrated magic spells adhered 
to the powers of a waxing and waning moon. The story 
seemed to write itself—a reflection of the vast reading of 
children’s literature I had done at my mother’s direction. 

My teacher deemed this an excellent story, and typed it up, 
before arranging for me to meet our headmaster. Intended as 
encouragement, this meeting was anything but inspirational. 
Seated before this figure of dispiriting authority, I was met 
with stony British derision. 

“Now tell me,” the tense-looking man interrogated, “which 
do you say? Cookie or biscuit?” 

“Biscuit,” I answered dutifully. Once again, I was being 
schooled in proper English. The lesson was a never-ending 
one. 

At home things were no better. Apparently I had made 
a big mistake adopting the accent of my peers, I was soon 
to learn. Why can’t you speak like your mother? my father 
would fume. You sound like you grew up in the gutter. I had 
no idea that the working class accent I had adopted would 
cause such a ruckus. Of course, what my father wanted 
from me was impossible. My mother had a southern African 
accent. While she had been schooled in England from the 
age of twelve, she had apparently not chosen to assimilate 
like I did. She had retained her accent with its high degree of 
German inflection. This distinguished her as someone who 
had grown up in a British colony, an outsider, and certainly 
not a member of the upper class. I could not discern the 
benefits of adopting her accent. With little understanding of 
English class structure, I could not yet pinpoint the intensity 
of my father’s rancor.
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Loughton, Essex

Our parents were rarely home. Our father was often travel-
ing for work and our mother spent her time commuting to 
London to work in chambers. 

It wasn’t long before my mother purchased us a modest 
townhouse in Loughton, Essex. This northeastern suburb 
of London located on the edge of Epping Forest, known as 

“The People’s Forest,” the ancient woodland distinctive for its 
massive pollarded trees, is located at the end of the Central 
Line of the London Underground. 

During this year-and-a-half while our mother was working, 
we had a number of babysitters and two live-in nannies from 
whom I learned firsthand of England’s rigid class structure—
one in which young girls who did not have the good fortune 
or opportunity to pass the 11-plus exam in school would 
go to work as live-in nannies for affluent families when 
they were sometimes as young as sixteen years old. I was 
especially enamored of our first nanny, Avril, who came 
to live with us at seventeen years old. Her father, I learned, 
had been a factory worker and was missing a finger. For 
my birthday, she bought me small gifts of a diary and a 
hairbrush, gendered frivolities I cherished. We counted 
on each other in small ways, and it was the first time I felt 
I could languish in the warmth of an adult who was not a 
family member. It felt exceptionally luxurious. My mother, 
however, did not seem to appreciate the help of this young 
woman.

Before giving her notice, one night Avril confided in me 
the distress she felt working for us. 

“I can’t keep cleaning up after your mother. Whenever I 
clean a countertop, she immediately spills coffee all over it. 
She is always making a mess. I just can’t do it anymore.”  
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There were other complaints about my mother and her 
perplexing obliviousness, but these did not seem to influence 
her behavior. Avril’s departure was disappointing—our next 
nanny, Gail, was even younger still and not nearly as warm 
or steadfast. After six months, she too disappeared but not 
before playing for me The Who’s rock opera album Tommy 
on her gramophone. This part is for you, she would say at the 
critical moment in “Smash the Mirror” when Tommy breaks 
through his psychosomatic illness. The sound of breaking 
glass would course loudly through her small bedroom. Her 
dedication left me feeling strangely humiliated and betrayed. 
What about my behavior had elicited this reaction? 

Michael and Esther Gelfand

During gaps in childcare, my mother’s parents took turns 
looking after us. First Granny Esther came to stay—an 
engaging, somewhat high-strung woman whose life was 
devoted almost exclusively to the care of her distinguished 
husband, Mike, and his all-encompassing career. 

Granny provided us with the structured care we so sorely 
lacked. She would greet us at home after school in a kempt 
straight skirt, her bluish gray hair wound in a tight bun, with 
the “tea” she would set for us on the polished wood dining 
table: a glass of watered down orange squash, sections of 
peeled tangerines with a small bowl of peanuts and raisins. 
An effective homemaker, she would tell us fairy tales and 
help keep the house tidy. With our grandmother in residence, 
afternoons were mostly calm and cheerful. Only when she 
felt we weren’t following one of our mother’s tedious rules, 
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would the peace be broken. She would grow hysterical, cry 
and barricade herself in her room, yelping in that signature 
high-pitched voice of hers that our mother was now going to 
be very cross with her because of our disobedience. I could 
not fathom how my grandmother allowed her daughter’s 
temper to become the barometer of her actions. But there 
was not much I could do to win her over. Granny Esther’s 
tears were simply too much to bear.

Soon after her departure, my highly accomplished and 
exceptionally driven grandfather would arrive. My mother’s 
father, Michael Gelfand, the son of Lithuanian parents who 
had fled the violent anti-Semitic pogroms of the Russian 
Empire for South Africa at the turn of the twentieth century, 
had attended the University of Capetown to become a distin-
guished doctor and author. His expertise in researching 
subtropical diseases earned him an obe and a Papal Order 
of the Knighthood of St. Sylvester. Founding professor 
of African medicine at the then-University of Rhodesia, 
there were few other doctors in then-Salisbury—or, for 
that matter, the rest of the country—with my grandfather’s 
stature. In his lifetime he wrote twenty-nine books, many of 
which were devoted to the study of the Shona or Mashona, 
the majority tribe of Zimbabwe, and their customs, religion, 
and culture. He was deeply impressed by the ethics of the 
Shona people, despite his admittedly racist views on African 
independence.

Eternally thinking, walking, doing, always on the verge 
of some limitless quest, Grandpa Mike could not tolerate a 
single unproductive moment and spent his time expounding 
on the topic of his work researching cures for subtropical 
African diseases. The previous year in America, he had set 
up a slide projector in the spare room to show my brother 
and me the stark images of those who suffered from the 
most dramatic of diseases native to subtropical Africa, the 
subjects of his research and care. Goiter. Elephantiasis. 
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Bilharzia.4 Diseases that caused legs and necks to swell to 
disproportionately large sizes or blister painfully.

 “Here is a man with goiter,” my grandfather told us, click-
ing through slides. “And here is an image of elephantiasis,” he 
remarked of another. Sheltered as I was then from disfiguring 
or chronic disease (or so I believed), these were distressing 
depictions. For my grandfather, however, these images were 
nothing short of revelatory. Colonial medicine practiced 
before 1950 in then-Rhodesia shunned the study of the effects 
of diseases on the African population, focusing instead on the 
prevention of diseases from which colonial whites suffered. 

My grandfather, known for his research into bilharzia, a 
disease prevalent in tropical and sub-tropical areas in poor 
communities without potable water and adequate sanitation, 
was especially keen to recognize the symptoms in African 
children that the authorities had purposefully overlooked. 
Between giving important lectures that year in England, 
my grandfather grew exceedingly restless. One morning as 
he walked me to school, Grandpa Mike made a disturbing 
proposition. “Claire, why don’t I give a lecture at your school 
on subtropical diseases?” 

The student body of my school was comprised mainly of 
girls, three to twelve years old. I did not think the subject 
matter was appropriate. Worse than this, I faulted my 
grandfather for being in constant need of an audience. He 
would not take no for an answer and did his utmost to wear 
me down, beseeching me as we strolled past heaps of bright 
purple morning glories to let him speak to the headmistress. 
Despite his entreaties, somehow I managed to hold my 
ground.

4 Also known as schistosomiasis, this disease is spread by parasitic flatworms released 

by infected freshwater snails.
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1974–1975

We didn’t see much of my father over the next year and a half 
while my mother worked to establish herself as a barrister in 
criminal law. When he did manage to return home for the 
occasional week or two, he performed his domestic duties 
with ritualistic tenderness: making Saturday grocery trips 
to town by foot with the aid of the ubiquitous English wicker, 
handheld trolley; taking long strolls through the Epping 
Forest, where we climbed old pollard trees and meandered 
for hours along fecund streams; and playing board games 
with us children late into the night. I loved these games, 
particularly Monopoly, which I won handily almost every 
time. Our mother showed no interest whatsoever in our 
games, the shopping, or our long walks. She spent almost 
all of her time alone in her bedroom, studying or working, I 
presumed. It was really anyone’s guess as to what she was 
doing up there. 

Full Stop

One day during a class discussion of grammar and run-on 
sentences, our teacher, in a snarky mood, asked us to define 
what came at the end of a sentence. A regular “motor mouth,” 
my hand shot immediately into the air. 

“Period,” I exclaimed loudly. 
“Eww,” the girls roared, turning in their seats to eye me with 

bemused horror, “that’s disgusting.”
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“No, it’s not,” shouted our teacher over the classroom 
rumblings. 

“What’s wrong with the word period?” I asked, chafing 
at the divide between American and English culture. Our 
teacher was unable to tell me. 

“Ask your mother,” was the best she could offer. The term 
“full stop” was then discussed for a short moment before we 
returned to our lesson.

When she returned home from a long day at chambers, I 
asked my mother for the meaning of a “period.” 

“Once a month you have blue blood,” Mom responded flippantly, 
chortling loudly for reasons I could not fully ascertain. Only 
after I asked my grandmother on one of her monthly visits, 
did I obtain a straight answer.

March 1975

It was in that detached townhouse on the edge of the Epping 
Forest that my mother entertained her boss, the head of a 
distinguished chambers and remote friend of her father’s, 
who would eventually go on to become a Queen’s Counsel, 
or judge. That early spring afternoon the house was filled 
with a bright winter light. I remember peeking in on my 
mother and her boss as they sat together in the living room: 
viewing his long thin legs crossed in the pinstriped pants of 
his profession, his pale complexion strikingly contrasted by 
the graying, immaculately coiffed hair. It wasn’t common for 
my parents to invite people over, let alone colleagues. At the 
edge of a bright red and orange ombré shag rug, the stately 
looking employer sat in one of the chrome-framed white 
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leather armchairs that my parents had had shipped with 
them from America. While my mother did very well hosting 
her superior for tea that afternoon, she would not succeed in 
maintaining her position at the chambers. After the initial 
trial period of six months was over, she was not rehired.

Very soon a dark pall fell over our home. My mother’s class 
privilege would not be enough to protect her from certain 
injustices. She could not find a position at another chambers 
and grew more frantic with each passing month. One after-
noon the phone rang in our downstairs hallway, and I made 
the unwitting mistake of answering. This was to be that 
fortune-changing call. The one final opportunity that was 
botched because of the rushed way I had answered the call. 
The rude inflection of my voice when I answered, “Hullo.” 

That afternoon on the carpeted floor of my bedroom, my 
mother unleashed her frustrations, sobbing, kicking and 
pummeling me for what felt like hours as the sun went down 
and the small room was engulfed in twilight. At ten years 
old, I had apparently lost my mother her final opportunity 
to flourish as a working professional. As the light of day 
churned into night, we would become inextricably bound by 
frustration, fear, and unparalleled rage. 
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Optic horror

“It is the strangest yellow, that wall-paper. It makes me 
think of all the yellow things I ever saw—not beautiful 
ones like buttercups, but old foul, bad yellow things. But 
there is something else about that paper—the smell! ... 
The only thing I can think of that it is like is the color of 
the paper! A yellow smell.” 

The Yellow Wallpaper
Charlotte Perkins Gilman 

Like in Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s feminist tale, our 
house on Hazelton Road soon took on the semblance of a 
tor tured mind. As her prospects worsened and my mother 
teetered ever closer to the brink of psychosis, the walls of 
our northeastern London suburban home began to spring 
large, unforgiving cracks. We were soon to discover about 
our uniform subdivision of fifty or so houses that things 
were not as uniform as the developers had wanted us to 
believe. The result of an ill-conceived plan, our foursquare 
brick townhouse, set at the bottom of a sloping road, had 
been built over a small stream. During the winter rains, the 
stream became swollen, shifting the footings of our house’s 
foundation that had been embedded in clay. By spring of the 
following year, the hairline cracks that had first appeared 
in the corners of each room began to swoop in horizontal 
branches across the walls. 

The “optic horror” was all the proof my mother needed to 
sell the house back to the developer. Among our neighbors, 
my mother was the first to recognize the problem and the 
first to sell her home. With our full investment returned, 
my mother promptly set course back to America, where 
she would once again pursue a career in law inexplicably 
withheld from her in England.
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September 1975–1994

While her husband’s career in astrophysics took him all 
around the globe, once again my mother hit the books. 
Returning to our tract home in Berkeley Heights that we 
rented out during our absence, in under a year she passed 
the New York bar, and then in another, the New Jersey 
bar. She would reinvent herself as an American criminal 
defense attorney, hoping to obtain the same elite standing in 
America as that of a criminal defense barrister in England. 
She simply ordered the right books, sequestered herself in 
a heavily draped bedroom and pored over the material day 
and night.

Again my mother struggled to find a permanent position. 
She was passed over for permanent hire at Legal Aid in 
Manhattan after a trial period of six months. Even when 
she offered her services for free, she was unable to maintain 
a position for long. Either she was not in possession of the 
right social skills or was considered too old, at thirty-seven, 
to be worthy of employment. I often wondered about my 
mother’s struggle for social acceptance. Was it due to her 
age? Her immigrant background? Gender? An apparent lack 
of emotional affect?

Despite the demeaning lack of interest on the part of 
employers, she would continue to pursue a career in law. 
Shortly after being let go at Legal Aid, she opened an office 
in Brooklyn. It was in a building I would pass years later 
on the way from where I lived on Dean Street in Boerum 
Hill to the subway en route to New York University, where I 
was attending graduate school in creative writing. Glancing 
across the street from her former office, over my shoulder 
appeared the glinting gold statue of a blindfolded Lady Justice 
atop the Brooklyn Court Building, and I would consider my 
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mother, wondering what justice there might be for her. Here 
in Brooklyn and from a second office in Jersey City, my 
mother worked as a court-appointed 18-B lawyer for adults 
facing criminal charges who could not afford a lawyer of 
their own, while helping undocumented immigrants apply 
for amnesty, a program implemented by President Carter in 
1977. 

Glass Ceiling Report

As it turned out, women’s employment prospects in the u.s. 
legal field were not much more promising than in England. 
In the u.s., women have struggled historically to attain 
positions in large law firms. While today, according to a 
2017 Law360 Glass Ceiling report, women make up close to 
thirty-five percent of lawyers at firms and are still fighting 
for parity, the statistics were far worse for women looking 
for work in the same era as my mother was.5 Cynthia Grant 
Bowman of Cornell Law School notes that it was only in the 
late-1970s when activist and feminist lawmaking demanded 
the enforcement of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
that law firms began “to admit women into practice on 
allegedly equal terms with men… when (women) entered the 
profession in immense numbers, like a pent up stream.” 

6 
 

5 Bell, Jacqueline. “Women See Another Year Of Slow Gains At Law Firms – Law360.” 

Law360 – The Newswire for Business Lawyers, Law360, July 2017. Web.

6 Bowman, Cynthia Grant. “Women in the Legal Profession from the 1920s to the 1970s: 

What Can We Learn from Their Experience About Law and Social Change.” Cornell 

University Law School, Scholarship@Cornell Law: A Digital Repository, 2009. Web.
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Bowman relates some astonishingly depressing statistics 
regarding the prospects of Jews, African-Americans, and 
women in law in the 1960s (my mother attended Oxford law 
school in the 1950s). Apparently, it was not uncommon for 
women to be ranked by recruiters to be the best candidates 
for entry-level positions only to be turned down by firms, 
who actively announced in interviews their preference for 
male candidates. Bowman relates, “What these women 
faced was encapsulated in a headline in the Harvard Law 
Record in December 1963, six months before their gradu-
ation: ‘Women Unwanted.’” A survey of law firms reported in 
this article made it abundantly clear that women were rated 
the least desirable candidates, beneath the lower half of the 
graduating class in men, and lower than that of African-
Americans. “The reasons firms supplied for their negative 
rating of women candidates included: ‘Women can’t keep 
the pace’; ‘bad relationships with the courts’; ‘responsibility 
is in the home’; and ‘afraid of emotional outbursts’,” Bowman 
cites.7 

To bump headlong into statistics that point to the routine 
denial of the employment of African-Americans as a means 
for explicating the difficulties white women faced attaining 
work is bracing at best, and at worst indicative of rampant 
societal bias. Apparently being Jewish in the 1960s was also 
a liability. Bowman relays, quoting sociologist Erwin Smigel, 

“‘Women are discriminated against to a greater degree than 
are Jews.’ nyu reported that 90 percent of the law firms 
contacting its placement office refused even to interview 
women.” 

8 

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid.
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Late 1970s

My mother’s attempt to find employment during the giddy 
years of the late 1970s had unsurprisingly failed. She was 
never going to be “one of the guys” and probably had little 
access to a female mentor. Despite her slim prospects, she 
published her appeals in the New Jersey and New York 
Law Journal, the thick paperbound books that piled up in 
dizzying stacks about the study, her bedroom, the dining 
room, everywhere around the house much like the thick 
white astrophysics journals that would arrive for my father 
each month. These appeals were written on behalf of 
indigent clients who were accused of burglary, rape, and a 
variety of other crimes, whose civil rights may have been 
violated in one way or another. Publication did not result in 
convictions being overturned necessarily. Toward the end of 
her career, my brother relayed the dismaying story of a final 
offer of employment. A top divorce lawyer, Raoul Felder, had 
hired my mother for very low wages to run errands and run 
the Xerox machine. Rather than perform these less than 
desirable duties, and under the influence of a persistent 
psychosis, she spent her afternoons at the bank checking on 
her accounts, convinced she was being robbed.
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1972–2018

Despite a career being of great importance to my mother, 
on the subject of relationships between the sexes, she often 
made baffling, contradictory statements. She would say, I 
should have married a rich man when I had the chance. Or, 
I can’t be bothered with housewives. They are far too boring. 
When she went back to work, the neighborhood women were 
designated the enemy. They were all suspect, too trite to 
engage with. 

The remedy would have been to establish ties with working 
women. This, however, seemed far from her mind. Beyond 
the one woman with whom she shared an office briefly, 
there was no mention of working with women, of a fruitful 
solidarity with a displaced and dismissed gender, as far as 
I recall. As many of my college-aged students today report 
of their own homes, feminism was not a term used in our 
household. 

Latchkey kids

Shortly after our return from England in 1976, my brother 
John and I had become quintessential latchkey kids. After 
my mother’s disappointment with nannies and sitting 
services, we were left to our own devices. When we were not 
in school, we were restricted to playing by ourselves at home. 
Friends were not allowed in our yard. Overly conscious of 
a litigious society, our mother was convinced we would be 
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sued if anyone were hurt. Impossible strictures, we rebelled 
with the anticipated negative consequences. 

Over time my mother’s rules became more and more 
stringent. I was rarely allowed to socialize, and my overt 
rebellion was of great concern. It didn’t help that in junior 
high I was somehow accidentally tracked with a group of 
students who had no intention of graduating from high 
school. Hanging around after school with my classmates, 
whose academic failure carried no repercussions at home, I 
began acting accordingly. Cutting classes. Drinking in the 
woods. Shoplifting. At the end of eighth grade, my mother’s 
recourse was to have me enrolled in a private all-girls school. 
It was clear from my extracurricular activities that I had lost 
my way. 

My new school came as a welcome relief from the over-
whelming confusion of a large public school where differences 
were openly derided and bullying was acceptable practice. 
At Kent Place, academic expectations were much higher, 
camaraderie more easily attained, and socializing less 
fraught with peril. The one peculiarity of this institution 
was the vocal and persistent sense of superiority on the part 
of the student body. While commuting between our small 
suburban homes on the trains and in the train station, it 
was not uncommon for private school students to comment 
on the attire and diction of the public school students as 
inherently inferior. By virtue of our entrance into a private 
school, which was based more on financial capabilities than 
other criteria, we were of an elevated stock. A gross sense of 
entitlement permeated the place. 
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“Senseless laughter”

As I commuted back and forth by train the short distance 
between Berkeley Heights and Summit, to the only 
all-girls non-parochial day school in the state, proudly 
underperforming during the day (ecstatically listening to 
the early rap music of The Sugar Hill Gang on my small 
Panasonic radio late into the night), my mother knocked 
herself out working long days, leaving the house before 
seven not to return until seven or eight at night. The difficult 
commute back and forth between Manhattan, Brooklyn, 
and Jersey City began to take its toll. My mother’s sleep 
patterns became more and more erratic. Sleeping less and 
less, often turning in to bed at midnight with a cup of hot 
instant coffee in her hand to rise as early as 3 a.m., before, 
finally, she stopped sleeping altogether. 

Alone and unprovoked, my mother would laugh uninter-
rupted for hours at a time. In the evening after work, she 
would stand in the small downstairs bathroom adjacent to 
the rec room, where my brother and I languished mawkishly 
before the television set, and stare in the mirror, gazing 
and laughing as if responding to the most hilarious joke. I 
always imagined that these marathon sessions were when 
she played out rich revenge scenarios, in which she was 
Manhattan’s reigning legal mind. The “senseless laughter” 
became a regular feature of our home life. In the midst 
of great bouts of laughter, my mother would lie in bed 
for hours at a time among a sea of legal briefs and books. 
The unceasing hilarity would reverberate throughout the 
chaotically furnished, two-story tract home.

Whenever I was on the telephone (another forbidden act), 
if my mother was in the midst of one of these inexplicable 
bouts, the door to her bedroom shut, I would stretch the long 
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cord of the kitchen phone into the hallway to catch the sound 
of her laughter over the receiver. This was as far as the long 
coiled yellow cord would reach. From here, whoever was 
on the other end of the line would assent: Yes, I hear her. I 
would then try to find words for what I could not explain 
and had yet to understand. She’s really neurotic, I would 
say, committing an act of extreme disloyalty. No you don’t 
understand. She’s really, really neurotic. 

Generational divide

My mother took her profession seriously, buying the latest 
suits each Fall at Saks Fifth Avenue in Millburn or Lord 
& Taylor in Short Hills and favoring blue tweed and tan 
corduroy. She seemed to have multiples of each in her large 
walk-in closet. These suits varied in the length or flare of the 
skirt or the width of the corduroy band. I evaluated these 
clothes on a regular basis, somewhat envious.  

My wardrobe paled by comparison if not for the simple 
reason that, at thirteen, my mother deemed me too fat to 
warrant the purchase of new clothes. Perhaps this would 
have been impetus for me to lose weight if I suffered from a 
weight problem. But this was hardly the case. I was five-
foot six and weighed 132 pounds. In light of my mother’s 
pronouncement, my father took up the task of clothing his 
children. Unmoved by fashion or material acquisition in 
general, my father took my brother and me to Korvette’s, 
a forerunner of the big box store, to purchase our clothes. 
The shopping trips felt sour to me, as I had always equated 
Korvette’s and Route 22, its location, with the purchase of 
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tires and other such unglamorous goods. At some point we 
graduated to the Livingston Mall, where we purchased lava 
lamps and hypnotic black velvet posters. Here Dad would 
grow annoyed if I didn’t shop the discounted rack. “Why 
can’t you buy something on sale?” he would say. Further 
proof of his lukewarm feelings for us, I determined, tainted 
by 1970s run-amok capitalism. 

A strong generational divide existed between us. Un-
familiar with scarcity, we found our parent’s disinterest in 
material goods confounding. Having grown up during the 
blitzkrieg, my father was unaccustomed to the demands of a 
throwaway society. Whenever my brother and I insisted on 
the purchase of new clothes, from where he sat, my father 
would lift a shoe for us to get a close view of its bottom, 
repeating the same discouraging mantra: I’ve worn these 
shoes for fifteen years. Fifteen years. Why do you need new 
shoes? And yes, it was true. Under the thinning leather 
sole of his right shoe appeared the slow beginnings of a 
hole. My father was that classic clichéd scientist type. He 
uncomplainingly wore whatever his mother sent to him 
from England—the wide-legged polyester pants, stiff 
button-down shirts with the useful front pocket, year after 
year. Later when he began research on a telescope of his 
design atop Mauna Kea, much to the chagrin of the native 
Hawaiian population who did not condone building on their 
sacred summit, but who would eventually be coaxed into 
relinquishing their land rights for jobs promised in numbers 
that never materialized, he began purchasing Hawaiian 
shirts like other CalTech scientists. He tended to favor a 
bright orange one, which I found puzzling. With dazzling 
sapphire eyes, a crop of wavy dark hair, my father looked 
most dashing in any shade of blue. 
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1978–1979

My father’s unfettered climb in his field, in an era when 
scientific research was highly regarded and well funded, 
meant there was never a fear of impending financial 
shortages. It was this security that afforded my mother her 
foray into a less than remunerative self-employment. As 
her illness escalated, my father would often return from 
California, or wherever else it was he had been, to find a 
staggering heap of unopened mail on the black tile of the 
foyer floor. My father would go ballistic once he opened the 
mail. The bank statements were a special sticking point. 

“I can’t believe it, Joy,” he would shout. “You are $7,000 
into pace again.”  

pace, I came to learn, was the acronym for an account 
that extended my parents an automatic credit line once their 
checking account had a negative balance. My father was 
hopping mad, and my mother had no trouble laughing this 
off. She almost seemed to relish these moments. 

1970–1981

As time passed, my mother grew more frantic. Her driving 
was terrible. Not that it had ever been passable. Earlier, 
when we lived in England, my father had tried teaching her 
to drive a stick shift to no avail. Those Saturday afternoons 
were spent in the back seat, with the car lurching suddenly, 
as my mother struggled to put the unspectacular green 
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English sedan into gear. No matter the number of lessons, 
she never improved, until finally, they gave up on the whole 
enterprise. Her movements were then limited to, fortunate 
for her, the excellent British mass transit system.

In America, when we were in grade school, she drove in 
a state of tense panic, slowly drifting to straddle the center 
lines of our hilly town’s small roads. Fearful of crashing her 
car, she maintained a speed well under the twenty-five-miles-
per-hour limit, causing visible consternation on the part of 
the other drivers, our neighbors. Angry beeping was not out of 
the ordinary. My brother and I would duck down in the back 
seat, mortified, hoping to go unrecognized, while my mother 
steadily navigated her young wards in the direction of home. 
A town of under ten thousand inhabitants, nestled in the 
Watchung Mountains and just six or so square miles in area, 
there were thankfully few cars on the road. 

My mother’s morning commute began with the short 
two-mile drive to the downtown train station. She had to 
leave earlier than she would have wanted; the commute 
on the various train lines—the Morris-Essex train lines to 
Newark and path to New York City, the Erie L. from B.H. 
to Hoboken, trains to Brooklyn, back to Manhattan or to 
Jersey City, depending upon her schedule—had to be timed 
precisely. In the winter months, her commute was made 
even more grueling by the inclement weather and the many 
blizzards. My mother would often leave us behind on snow 
days, when she ruled it too dangerous for us to attend schools 
even as she hazarded the icy roads for the courtrooms of the 
city. Mornings were always difficult. Inevitably she would 
shout out in desperation, Where are my keys? or, I can’t find 
my comb! My brother would dutifully find them for her, 
always to my chagrin. 

“Why do you help her?” I would deride him for aiding 
and abetting “the enemy.” I had long since bowed out from 
participating in her wellbeing. 
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“It’s easier to help than not,” my brother explained, 
expounding a brand of pragmatism I would not come to 
understand until much later. More than this, my mother 
treated her second-born with a little more gentle reserve. 
This would be to her great benefit as it was my brother who 
would, at the prompting of my mother’s father, take on the 
role of dutiful caregiver that her illness required.

Singular solution

One winter morning I recall my mother struggling with a 
typical adversity. The garage door, as a consequence of the 
fluctuating temperatures of the previous day, was frozen 
shut. The snow that melted had formed a powerful seal of 
ice between the mechanical garage door and the cement floor. 
My mother’s usual remedy was to heat water in a small pot 
on the stove and then pour it over the seal to help melt the 
ice. On this particular occasion she did not have time to heat 
a pot of water. She may not have expected the appearance 
of the ice. Or she may have been busy ironing creases out of 
her suit jacket or skirt that morning, leaving her less time to 
address the hindrance.

For whatever reason, that day my mother determined a 
singular solution to her winter troubles. She got into the 
front seat of her subcompact car, running the engine before 
putting it into reverse, successfully barreling through the 
heavy wood garage door, splintering it into many pieces, all 
in an effort to get to the train station on time. Her determi-
nation to show up in court, to come through on behalf of her 
clients, clearly knew no bounds. 

END EXCERPT PART ONE
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Filial duties

On July 12, 1985, at seventy-three years old, Grandpa Mike 
died of heart failure while performing his rounds at the 
Harare Central Hospital. He had known for some time that 
he was dying. After my mother had been committed at ucla, 
he had come to realize that her illness was a chronic one and 
that she would always be in need of care. Addressing John 
over the phone, he openly counseled my fifteen-year-old 
brother on his filial duties. 

“When I die, it will be your responsibility to take care of 
your mother.” 

More than a little stunned, John assented to his distant 
grandfather’s instruction and ministered to my mother’s 
copious legal and medical needs, almost exhaustively, for the 
next twenty-eight years. 

More dreams

Despite not being able to fully understand my mother’s 
illness, I was determined not to lose sight of her heritage. 
At twenty-three and while living in Los Angeles, I started 
dreaming of my deceased grandfather. In my dream, he 
inexplicably became a close family member to the Steinberg 
daughters, three dark-haired Jewish sisters with whom I 
mildly associated while taking Body Weather Laboratory 
Workshop classes from avant-garde dancers Melinda Ring 
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and Roxanne Steinberg at lace,10 located near the l.a. river 
in a converted brick warehouse. During these three-hour 
intensives I became familiar with the rigors of Japanese 
Butoh, which Ring and Steinberg learned while training 
with Min Tanaka in Japan on his Body Workshop butoh 
farm. The three-hour classes were both highly demanding 
and deeply revelatory—from the hour of mind/body 
exercises (mb) followed by deep partner stretches, to the 
improvisational and sensory work.

In my dream, I would approach my grandfather hoping 
to connect, only to discover he had no idea who I was. 
The Steinbergs were clearly stand-ins for my mother and 
her sisters. It occurred to me then that I knew very little 
about my mother’s family. I had rejected offers to visit my 
grandparents as a child, and my mother had no interest 
in returning to her birth country. An outsider to my own 
family in the dream, I decided I needed to visit Zimbabwe 
and my grandmother, who lived on her own in Harare 
in what had been my mother’s childhood home until she 
was sent to boarding school in England. I wrote to my 
grandmother and asked her to send me a ticket. A round 
trip ticket to Zimbabwe in 1990 was about as costly then 
as it is now: $2,000. I made enough money to pay for these 
Saturday workshops and not much more. 

No one in my family seemed eager for me to make this 
trip. Despite that, I deemed my grandfather’s overt dismissal 
of me in favor of the Steinbergs, however metaphorical, too 
much to bear. Only when I made the arrangements did the 
dreams of familial estrangement end. 

10 Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions (L.A.C.E.) is an experimental arts organization 

founded in 1978 with an activist, community-oriented vision for art as an agent of social 

change.
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1988–1989

After Zimbabwe gained independence, in order to prevent a 
tragic, economic collapse of the new state, the predominately 
white citizens who had benefited from the gross inequities 
of colonialism were forbidden from taking their money 
out of the country. As I had little money of my own, my 
grandmother and I would exchange letters for several 
months before she was able to secure the funds for me to buy 
the costly ticket via relatives in South Africa. 

My grandmother’s letters were written on the same 
self-sealing blue airmail paper that she had used for as long 
as I could remember when writing to her three daughters 
living in the u.s. These international letters, filled with 
breezy accounts of daily life, were so superficial that my 
mother had stopped opening them long ago, leaving them 
to pile up through out the house. After reading a few, I 
could understand why. Rote and unemotional, they seemed 
more like diary entries than heartfelt communication from 
mother to daughter. 

Harare, Zimbabwe

Except for the furniture, everything in my grandmother’s 
thatched-roof stucco house had been a gift. On my first 
evening in the capital city of Zimbabwe, I was shown 
through the modest one-story 1920s home, and made privy 
to the history behind each object hanging on the walls 
or propped up on shelves. Impressive African landscape 
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paintings; African sculptures of various sizes and shapes, 
the most notable being the Shona soapstone works—curved 
abstractions in green or black; the traditional ritua listic 
objects of the Shona religious culture such as the mbiria, 
drums, the woven baskets, and the divining bones of the 
witch doctor—the hakata. In my grandfather’s small study 
with metal case windows looking onto overgrown waxy 
green plants, were rows and rows of books. These included 
mostly medical books, a few classic British and South 
African novels, and dozens of copies of the thirty-two books 
he had authored.

Early in his career he wrote a book called The Sick 
African, which dispensed useful information on the treat-
ment of tropical diseases from a clinical medical point 
of view, emphasizing the difference between Bantu and 
Western attitudes toward disease. As it was described by 
Negley Farson of the Oxford Academic in 1946:

It is that kind of book; a handbook destined to be 
upon the table of doctors, nuns, priests, medical-
missionaries, colonial administrators, in fact, every 
white man and woman working in Equatorial Africa, 
who has to treat the sick African. And it is a book 
that would be of great value to the average Britisher, 
if you could only get people at home to read it; it 
might shock them out of their dangerous indifference 
about the obligations of the British Empire.11

Farson goes on to note the shocking nature of the 
photo  graphs in particular: “These sores, distortions, and 
gruesome disfigurements of the human body speak of 
agonies never meant for man to bear.” The concerns my 

11 Farson, Negley. “The Sick African: A Clinical Study.” OUP Academic, Oxford University 

Press, Volume 45, Issue 178, 1 Jan. 1946. Web.
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grandfather expressed in this book took note of the fact that 
Africans suffered more profoundly from tropical diseases 
than their white or European counterparts, who were less 
susceptible. As Africans performed all of the “heavy work,” 
this was of particular concern. Most emphatically, in the 
chapter titled “The Life and Outlook of the Native,” the 
mistrust of native people toward white Western medicine 
was explored. While medical observation makes up the bulk 
of this work—for example, the interpretation of symptoms 
that are seemingly unrelated to systemic tropical diseases—
some of the work was criticized and in subsequent editions 
revised. The colonial interpretation of African rituals and 
traditions was troubling, including sections about the 
medical practices of the witch doctor. This is evidenced by 
the title, which today appears nothing short of pejorative.

Other books written by my grandfather focused on the 
customs and the religious and ritualistic practices of the 
Shona or Mashona, the majority tribe in Zimbabwe. The 
inception of this research and writing was a friendship 
between Mike and a n’anga who had walked three days 
to the hospital where my grandfather practiced medicine, 
seeking treatment. My grandfather admired the tribe’s 
strong religious and moral codes, gained admittance to 
many ritualistic practices, and began a process of recording 
his findings. Not schooled in ethnography, and not of 
African descent, these works were met with criticism 
on both sides of the colonial divide. Works that include 
photographs of people whose ritualistic lifestyle is almost 
entirely abandoned today. 

In one such book, Shona Ritual, printed in 1959, there are 
multiple photographs of a female spirit medium becoming 
possessed by the spirit of Chaminuka in one of main huts, 
or banya, during a ceremony to ask for rain. Tribal tutelary 
spirits are named and delineated. The role and practices of 
the n’anga, healer and diviner, are explained and recorded 
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along with the prominent position of the mudzimu, the 
ancestral spirit or spirit elder. 

N’anga

My grandmother, at seventy-six years old, was petite and 
silver haired and still able to get about fairly well considering 
recent brushes with colon cancer and hip surgery. She spent 
her days writing in a journal or visiting with friends within 
the rambling, yet modestly appointed home set within an 
abundance of tropical plants and trees. Her house servants, 
Jane and Artilla, her driver and cook respectively, were 
housed somewhat shamefully in the small partitioned 
garage with their families. Her Jack Russell terrier, Littley, 
was her constant companion, nipping at her heels, or 
perched adoringly on her lap. 

There was rarely a dull moment in her home. Over 
the course of my first week there, I discovered it was not 
uncommon for visitors to drop by unannounced at all hours 
of the day. Almost always they came bearing baked goods, 
delicious Jewish meals, or special gifts of books or medical 
publications. The affection they held for my grandmother 
was of a familial kind. It was astonishing really. A woman 
who, at best, had been a distant figure in my mother’s life, 
was at the center of a large community of friends. Despite 
her conservative colonial-infected views on race and gender, 
she was exceptionally good company. Respectful. Generous. 
Each week, perfectly aware of my cash-strapped state, she 
would go to the supply store with Jane, and bring me back 
a carton of Zimbabwe cigarettes, a product of the thriving 
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tobacco industry in this country at that time. No other 
relative would have indulged this accursed habit of mine. 

Only when I grew restless with the daily routine of 
accompanying her on errands or taking walks around the 
city did I begin to discover another side of my grandmother. 
The restrictions were painfully familiar. After hearing 
beguiling stories of the witch doctors, the n’anga with 
whom my grandfather had worked for years exchanging 
information about the healing arts, I grew curious to meet 
one of these former associates who had conferred upon 
him an honorary membership into their practices. As 
my grandmother told the story: on the anniversary of my 
grandfather’s death for three consecutive years, ten or so 
witch doctors would travel for miles from rural areas to her 
home to honor him in a drum ceremony and summon his 
spirit. 

“They always arrived on the wrong date, but I never told 
them,” she confided. When I suggested that I meet some of 
these men whose traditions were vastly different from my 
own, her cut and dry answer was, “You can’t. They are all 
dead.” 

When it came to social prohibitions, I knew just how 
stubborn my mother’s family could be. My grandmother 
didn’t feel it would be proper that I meet these men, and so, 
for whatever reason, I was forbidden. 

Equally stubborn, I would not be sidetracked. I had 
discovered something out of the ordinary: a bona fide 
relationship to a mystical domain discredited by European 
post-Enlightenment culture. A neophyte Pagan, I was 
determined to open that door.
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One-party rule

It had been my intent when traveling in Zimbabwe to 
exercise my newfound journalism skills. However, the 
country was notoriously unfriendly to journalists. Under 
the autocratic one-party rule of President Robert Mugabe, 
the leader of the zanu-pf (Zimbabwe African National 
Union – Patriotic Front) and a man known for military 
heroism battling Ian Smith and the English forces of 
colonialism, Zimbabwe suffered from rampant corruption 
among government officials. Everything was bought and 
sold on the black market, including foreign currency. Food 
was scarce. The majority of citizens scraped by on mealie 
meal for sustenance, ground corn boiled and patted into 
mild-tasting, sticky balls. If lucky, they might add to their 
meal a few ounces of steamed vegetable—okra, as I recall—
or a small helping of meat or fish. For obscure reasons, the 
one and only building project on the perimeter of Harare, 
a luxury hotel, was on permanent hold due to a cement 
scarcity. There were no car parts. The Lancaster House rule, 
a decree that had been signed during independence which 
allowed white land owners to keep their land, was due to 
end, and the white farmers were terrified at the prospect of 
losing their land. What would Mugabe do? 

Before arriving in Harare, I consulted The Lonely Planet 
guide to Zimbabwe, the bohemian backpackers’s handbook 
for travel. On the topic of journalism, it was suggested that 
I declare my status as a journalist right off the bat rather 
then be denied interviews from government officials and 
members of ngos later on. Putting my faith in this tome 
of low-cost global travel, having already put it to good use 
a few years before when climbing the Inca Trail to Machu 
Picchu, I made a terrible mistake. Arriving in Zimbabwe, I 
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declared my visiting status on the inflight handout to be 
work-related even though I was primarily in Africa to visit 
my grandmother, ticking off the box for journalism. At 
customs I was told that my visa of three months would not 
be granted until I met with a certain government official to 
discuss my work in the country as a journalist. 

Friends of the Earth

I could not believe my bad luck. The one time I acted in 
accor dance with the rules, I was in trouble. A few days after 
I arrived, I appeared at the government building in down-
town Harare for a meeting with the media official in a bare 
tiled room with the aged furnishings of a metal desk and 
a few wooden chairs. The no-nonsense African woman’s 
authoritarian demeanor produced in me the desired effect— 
an impending sense of doom. I could not be sent back to 
America, not after all it took to get here. I pulled out all the 
stops. I mentioned that my grandfather had been the official 
doctor to President Mugabe’s mother, and that the President 
himself had spoken at my grandfather’s funeral. I explained 
that I had mistakenly ticked the wrong box. My sole purpose 
in visiting Zimbabwe was personal, I averred—to spend 
time with my grandmother. I was a journalist writing about 
arts-related events in America. I was not an international 
reporter. This was more or less the case. 

Even so, I had the hope of investigating environmental 
matters, having persuaded Jay Levin, the founder and 
President of the L.A. Weekly to allow me to do research for 
a special issue of the paper related to global warming and 
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its implications for the world. I had a special interest in 
conser vation efforts. It seemed to me, after doing research 
in San Francisco in the small library of the nonprofit organi-
zation Friends of the Earth, first founded in 1969 as an anti-
nuclear group, that global warming was the most pressing 
issue of my time. Yet it registered not a wit with capitalist 
American society—the consumerist world kept turning in 
the same unsustainable direction. Somehow, I succeeded in 
persuading the official in charge of my case to let me go, my 
family background having bought me some breathing room. 
I was clearly not there to blow the whistle on Mugabe’s 
extreme and violent practices against his own people. 

Only later did my self-anointed role as a journalist pay 
off. Shortly after my grandmother had insisted I would not 
be able to meet with any n’anga associates of my grand-
father, I came upon an article in the daily Herald about the 
Association of the Zimbabwe Spirit Mediums (the azsm) 
who were working to reforest Zimbabwe. The azsm was 
led by Dr. Daneel, a white professor in the southeastern 
town of Masvingo. The main purpose of this group was 
to remedy local environmental degradation attributed to 
colonization: deforestation and the ensuing soil erosion. 
Through meeting with mudzimu, these spirit mediums, I 
would satisfy my twinned interests of environmental redress 
and non-traditional mystical practices. I would travel to 
Bulawayo on my own, engaging in my own way with my 
grandfather’s legacy. 
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Environmental activism

I called the association the following day. 
“Is Dr. Daneel there?”
“He is away on business. I am his associate. How may I 

help you?” 
I explained my position as an American journalist 

interested in both environmental activism and traditional 
Shona culture. 

“Dr. Daneel is away for the next two weeks, but you are 
welcome to come here,” the young male associate said, 
responding to my request to interview the head of the 
organization. I was then informed about the organization’s 
goal to plant trees in an effort to fight desertification, a 
direct result of colonial farming practices and a problem 
that, according to the Washington d.c.-based ngo World 
Watch, would only intensify with global warming.

My grandmother had absolutely no intention of letting 
me travel a journey of this distance on a bus alone. I was a 
young woman. What would my mother think? Desperate 
to find me companionship for such a trip, my grandmother 
began to invite all sorts of people over for tea. Friends 
of all ages and backgrounds flowed through the house, 
but these associations, while warm, were loose at best. A 
musicologist, an urban planner, and a married doctor-
couple, whose findings on hiv were denied by the current 
government, were all invited over to meet me. But no 
one seemed interested in the friendship my grandmother 
had hoped would buffer me from solo adventures. So I 
persevered. When I discovered that Professor Daneel was 
away for several weeks on a research project I was crushed 
at first, but then immediately buoyed when it was suggested 
I could stay at the professor’s house, the headquarters for 
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the Association, and I was assured that I would be able to 
meet spirit mediums working on conservation issues. I was 
thrilled. My grandmother, however, still held to her position. 

Transportation

While I billed myself as the great independent, I sorely lacked 
the funds to support my endeavors or initiatives. Visiting 
my grandmother was no exception. After three weeks in 
Zimbabwe, I was almost out of money. I was certainly not 
in a position to afford the ticket for a weekend bus trip of 
over one hundred miles, let alone sleeping accommodations 
over a long weekend. Granny would have to foot the bill. 
We were at loggerheads for some time. Becoming forlorn, 
I retreated to my room, despairing of my position. This 
had a discernible effect on my grandmother, who suddenly 
relented. I could take the bus. 

In a week’s time, I took off for Masvingo on public 
transportation. White people never took public transit. It 
was unthinkable, and certain rumors about its miseries 
abounded. “Didn’t your bum hurt?” Amanda, an urban 
planner and friend of my grandmother’s had asked after 
I returned. This was shocking, not just because I couldn’t 
imagine a type of bus seat that would actually make my butt 
ache, but also because Amanda was not your traditional 
white, postcolonial elitist. She didn’t expound hatred toward 
the new government or African rule. She wore a nose ring 
and spent her days overseeing investment in much-needed 
plumbing within “underdeveloped” rural areas. Endowed 
with great physical beauty and charisma, she was at the 
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center of an ecstatic, underground multi-racial lesbian 
community in the capital city. It was a strange reaction—
one that implied no one she cared to speak to had ever taken 
the bus, any bus, for any length of time. 

Masvingo

During my first evening in the professor’s home, his African 
associates welcomed me by discussing many topics openly. In 
the screened-off sun porch, as pink geckos climbed the slickly 
painted kitchen walls, we sat gathered about on the modest 
worn furniture, where I first asked about the spirit medium’s 
role in traditional rituals. The role of the mantonjeni, the 
ancestral spirits that might come to possess you, was to 
inform the community of special concerns that would need 
to be addressed. Often this was how it worked: if a spirit had 
a grievance, the family would be required to give something 
particular to this spirit. 

For example, it was explained to me that the spirit of a small 
child had entered one of the researcher’s aunts. I learned 
that this particular child died early, after the related father 
had abandoned his many wives and children because his 
cattle were killed and he had become impoverished. The 
child was never given the chance to grow up, so this spirit 
asked for the aunt to be married and to have a child for the 
spirit. 

“How did you know that your aunt was possessed by the 
spirit?” I asked. 

“The child spirit entered the aunt, and she would crawl 
around like a baby when she was possessed.” 
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The spirit spoke through her to the family and their spirit 
medium. It was perfectly acceptable, and the married couple 
was not afraid. Impressed by their willingness to share the 
precepts of a lifestyle so different from my own, I asked 
about race relations. 

“Why are native Zimbabweans so comfortable with whites? … 
Why aren’t you angrier?” I asked in light of the brutal colonial 
practices that had pitted tribe against tribe, providing 
colonists with the rationale for having stolen the land and 
livelihood from the majority of these native people, largely 
subsistence farmers. 

“It is not us who do not want to get along,” Robert, the older 
of the two young male researchers confided, handsome and 
gleaming in his white cotton shirt. “The whites are the ones 
who like to keep separate from us.” The lack of rancor in this 
young man’s answer was striking. 

A month later, I would travel for weeks alone in the most 
northern parts of Zimbabwe, where the Tonga people were 
the last to give up their traditions. In early 1990, despite 
the fact that the promised distribution of land had not 
worked out in the favor of the native African population 
and economic opportunity was being withheld from its 
citizenry by the corrupt zanu-pf government, on this two-
week sojourn and throughout my stay, I was struck by the 
generosity of almost everyone I met. 

“Can I meet a spirit medium?” I asked at the end of the 
evening. My request was immediately granted with one 
caveat. “To get there, we will have to ride bicycles for several 
hours.” 
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Masvikiro and mudzimu

The next day Robert and I would ride bicycles for six hours 
along the well-traveled red clay paths of the grassy low 
savanna to the nearby Kyle National Park. It was the wet 
season in Zimbabwe, and the temperatures were mild, in 
the low eighties. Dotting the landscape under vast blue skies 
stood massive baobab trees with their sparse top-heavy 
branches resembling roots, made all the more dazzling by a 
panorama of very low white clouds. After a short visit to the 
historic Great Zimbabwe Ruins, the granite-walled enclave 
that had been home to the traditional cattle-herding people, 
the most impressive sub-Saharan ruins of their kind, we 
arrived at the spirit medium’s home in the far eastern corner 
of the park with its rocky hills and vast grassland. 

Spirit mediums played an important role in traditional 
Shona society. As experts, like elders or chiefs, they are 
responsible for safe guarding the traditional rituals in which 
ancestral spirits are evoked. The traditional masvikiro are 
capable of making oracular pronouncements and ensure 
a vital link between mudzimu, ancestral spirits, and the 
living. Struggles to elevate the importance of their role and 
gain legitimacy among the new establishment Africans 
post-independence are not uncommon. The azsm had 
been organized in the 1980s under the auspices of the 
larger umbrella organization, aztrec (Association of 
Zimbabwean Traditional Ecologists) in order to persuade 
the new government to recognize the needs and concerns 
of the rural traditional tribal members in their quest for 
environmental reform. During the revolution, their role 
was indisputably important as reported in the carefully 
researched book Guns and Rain by David Lan. The history 
of the Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army of 
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which Robert Mugabe was a leader includes stories of 
tactical successes that were won based on the oracular 
predictions of the enemy’s movements, those of the armies of 
Ian Smith.

The young researcher who had accompanied me on the 
bicycle ride served as translator. Seated on the floor of the 
spirit medium’s traditional mud and thatched roof hut, I 
explained how that after dreaming of my dead grandfather 
I had come to Zimbabwe. The glittering-eyed spirit medium 
in the subdued simple shift and single copper bracelet 
smiled, relaying to me that I had zinza, a spiritual lineage. 
If I had dreamt of him, his spirit, or sekura, had come to me, 
and I was walking in his footsteps. I liked the sound of this. 
She then asked if people in our country performed a similar 
role to hers in Zimbabwe. I could only think of people who 
read tarot cards. 

“Like the n’anga uses carved bones (hakata) to divine the 
future, there are people whose job it is to use cards with 
images to tell the future and solve problems,” I told her. I 
had no trouble believing in the ancestral spirits however 
ambivalent I felt about my own. 

“Have you visited your grandfather’s grave?” the medium 
asked me, tucking a leg under the other where she sat before 
me on the dirt floor.

 “No,” I answered flatly. Having never participated in 
Jewish rituals, it had not occurred to me to do so. 
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Feminism and religion

Moved by the medium’s question, when I returned to Harare, 
I asked my grandmother to take me to Grandpa’s burial site. 
Accompanied by her terrier Littley, my grandmother and I 
journeyed in her 1960s four-door blue sedan with her driver 
and housekeeper, Jane, to the burial grounds and Ashkenazi 
Jewish temple, Warren Hills, modeled on the then-British 
moderate version of Orthodox Judaism. After we had shown 
our respects at my grandfather’s grave, placing upon it flat 
stones in a Talmudic bid to help the “spirit stay put,” Granny 
Esther recounted the story of her husband’s burial four 
and a half years previous, including the details of the many 
notable people who had been present, like President Robert 
Mugabe, who came to pay his respects to his mother’s doctor. 

After this, Granny directed me to the outer reaches of the 
graveyard and a galvanized metal link fence behind which 
were several unmarked graves of those women who had 
been forbidden burial in the cemetery as they had married 
non-Jews. She didn’t know these women personally but 
she “liked to visit them,” she told me, reaching through the 
diagonal holes of the galvanized fence to place stones on 
their solemn graves. I did not take kindly to the treatment of 
these women or the strict exclusion of non-Jews advocated 
by traditional Jewish religion. Matters were made worse 
when I learned that men and women were prohibited from 
sitting together inside the synagogue. Apparently Judaism 
did not award women the same privileges as men, providing 
me a clear window into my mother’s rejection of her father’s 
orthodoxy.
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Radical politics / 1990

During the three months that I stayed with my grandmother, 
I came to know something more about my grandfather 
beyond his restless need to discuss his work and the 
palpable tension I had witnessed between he and my mother. 
At the Harare Hospital, I was greeted by the head nurse 
dressed in white, stiff garments. 

“I hope you will come to love all of us, both black and 
white equally, the same way your grandfather did with 
no prejudice,” she remarked forthrightly as she took me 
between the various rooms of the two-story building. 
From her, I learned that my grandfather had pushed to 
desegregate the hospital so that those native to this country, 
and oppressed by colonial rule, could become versed in the 
practice of Western medicine. 

The hospital was in a beleaguered state by American 
standards. Thin and drawn-looking patients, mostly 
male, lay upon stained mattresses insufficiently covered 
by torn, blood-soaked sheets. At 2 p.m. on Tuesdays, my 
grandmother volunteered along with a friend at the hospital, 
shuffling through the long corridors with heavy metal carts, 
distributing donated paperback books to the patients. I was 
intrigued to learn about this side of my grandparents. 

I knew my grandfather was conservative from comments 
made by a radical activist friend, Hardy Desai, with whom 
I would become intimate. His father, Barney Desai, who 
had grown up Indian in South Africa but had been legally 
reclassified as a “Coloured person,” took on a prominent 
leadership role in The South African Coloured People’s 
Congress, an activist group fighting apartheid. He had been 
living in exile from the time of the anti-pass protests and 
Mandela’s imprisonment. First settling in England and 
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becoming a barrister “specializing in the defense of blacks 
in criminal cases,” he moved to Zimbabwe in 1986, where 
he developed a stronger tie to the Pan Africanist Congress, 
for whom he would later serve as a publicity secretary and 
negotiator in the post-apartheid constitutional talks of the 
early 1990s.12 

The first evening that we spent together, Hardy commented 
bluntly: “Your grandfather was quite conservative.” 

I knew he was right. My grandfather did not think 
native Africans could successfully rule themselves. While 
he believed in their independence and had great respect 
for the Shona customs, their ethics, and cultural practices, 
he held a patronizing view of their ability to perform in 
a “white man’s world.” I also learned that my grandfather 
viewed the Shona people as unduly superstitious, despite 
his endless investigations into their traditions and customs. 
Had he lived through Mugabe’s dictatorship, he would 
have undoubtedly felt justified and equally as heartbroken. 
No one had anticipated that Mugabe, the tall, charismatic 
Oxford-educated emancipator, would become such an 
unerringly brutal and indomitable force, willfully starving his 
people, stoking tribal differences, and thereby squandering 
the potential of this fertile and dynamic region. Only weeks 
after my arrival in Zimbabwe, Nelson Mandela was freed 
and apartheid officially ended. Hardy and I then spent some 
time together in South Africa, where he would visit his 
father’s birthplace for the first time. 

12 “Rissik Haribhai ‘Barney’ Desai.” Rissik Haribhai “Barney” Desai | South African 

History Online, South African History Online, 17 Feb. 2011. Web.
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Family money

Having never spoken openly about my mother’s illness, I 
re frained from asking my grandmother about its onset. I 
never asked whether my mother’s illness might have caused 
her or my grandfather distress. I believed that concern for 
my mother, for the difficulties she faced living alone on a 
very limited income, never came up. Only upon rereading 
a hastily penned journal from my travels while writing this 
book was my memory jogged on this subject. 

“Your father isn’t giving your mother enough alimony,” my 
grandmother complained to me one day as we sat outside 
in her garden. “You must press your father to pay more. She 
supported your father in his early years, and was there for 
him.”

I could appreciate her rationale. His career-making 
invention was conceived at Bell Labs. My mother had 
supported him in his decision to leave England to take a 
research post in America. Perhaps she deserved a more 
generous share of his earnings after twenty-five years of 
marriage. The topic for me, however, was a contentious 
one. I did not see how I could achieve any great sea change 
as the mediator of my parent’s divorce. My father made a 
living as an academic, which meant he was remunerated 
with consistency, but not lavishly. Now financially secure, 
married to someone new with whom he would start another 
family, he surely wouldn’t welcome additional expenses. 
My father’s professional interests circumvented the pursuit 
of money. His early experiments had been generously 
funded by the postwar investments of both corporate and 
government supported r&d in the sciences. Profit was not 
the goal. For my father, most investments outside of the lab 
were troublesome and suspect, although I imagine he took 
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his stock investments seriously. In this case, perhaps he 
might have provided more generously for my mother. 

I understood my grandmother’s torment on this subject. 
My mother worked hard to live within her means, and I 
often wondered why no one in my mother’s immediate 
family offered her any visible means of economic support. 
After independence, in order to protect the economy from 
“white flight,” it may not have been legal for my grandmother 
to transfer money out of the country. If it had been, might 
my mother have been granted a greater share of her 
mother’s invested income? I am not entirely sure.

March 1990

The closest my grandmother and I came to a considered 
exploration of my mother’s illness was when I found a 
copy of Wide Sargasso Sea, Jean Rhys’s heart-rending 
postcolonial novel reworking Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre. 
My mother had insisted at perhaps too young an age that 
I read Bronte’s unsettling proto-feminist work. This book 
held a certain sway over me. Mr. Rochester’s “violently 
insane” former wife hidden away in the attic would soon 
become a stand-in for my mother, who after her divorce 
would become a former first-wife, and at certain times, a 
well-guarded secret.

Ironically, here in my grandparents’s library was the 
prequel to Bronte’s classic, one that exposed colonialism’s 
cruel legacy through the reimagined portrayal of Rochester’s 
first wife, a Creole woman of mixed race whose white 
husband slowly rejects her and locks her away, causing 
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her to become paranoid and to disintegrate mentally. 
The harsh realities of power and inequality between the 
genders are exposed along with painful themes of racial 
assimilation and white privilege. The fragmented stream-of-
consciousness tale, told from the point of view of Antoinette 
Cosway as she is driven “mad,” mirrored the profound 
agonies I had come to associate with my mother and her 
shifting cultural identity. 

Sleeping in the very room my mother had occupied as a 
child, and where she had later spent time stabilizing after 
a difficult divorce and demanding treatment, I had many 
unanswered questions. How did my grandmother view my 
mother’s illness? Did she believe that it was hereditary? 
Did she consider what kind of psychological impacts on my 
mother’s condition came from factors such as the family’s 
impossible standards, or the distant schooling in England, 
ten thousand miles away? Did she believe that the Gelfands 
were somehow cursed because of the role we had played, 
however “humanitarian,” in colonializing Rhodesia? Did 
she feel that my mother, as the first woman in the family to 
pursue a career in a male professional world, suffered an 
intolerable strain? 

Surely, I thought—handing this book over to my grand-
mother, whose rapt reading of this work took place over the 
course of a single night—we will now have that conversation. 
However no dialogue transpired between us beyond the 
novel’s powerful literary appeal—no acknowledg ment about 
the power distortions of colonialism that might endanger 
the psyche of the oppressed or the oppressor, much less the 
likelihood of my mother’s illness having a genetic factor, 
thereby endangering me or my descendants. We only spoke 
about the book for its lyrical language and unforgettable 
story, nothing more.
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Record keeping

Later I tried my luck another way. 
In a taped interview I conducted with my grandmother 

one afternoon, as we sat together on her veranda shortly 
after a burst of afternoon rain, I asked her, “If you had your 
life to live all over again what might you change?”

“Nothing,” she said self-assuredly. 
“Nothing?” I tried another way. “What about work? Would 

you have chosen a different occupation?”
“No,” she said and lightly petted the smooth-coated dog 

curled in her lap. “I would do things exactly the same. I 
would help Mike with his career, and I would type up his 
things.” 

No confession about her regret over my mother’s 
undiagnosed illness, or her middle daughter’s tragically 
botched suicide attempt, would be forthcoming. I was 
astounded. Wasn’t she grossly aware of the inequities women 
faced in her era? Didn’t she want to say something on the 
subject of my mother’s illness? Admit to the discomfort in 
having done nothing to help her daughter seek treatment for 
a several years’s long psychosis? 

During these three months, as I traveled back and forth 
from her home in northern Zimbabwe to Johannesburg and 
Cape Town with my activist friend Hardy, and hitchhiked 
through rural portions of the two countries not yet electrified, 
Granny Esther worked almost daily on a memoir, one that 
she typed and retyped on a small travel typewriter, sending 
drafts to a relative in Johannesburg for review. More than a 
decade after my grandmother’s death, I tracked down a copy 
of the bulk share of this unpublished work. Again, I found no 
mention of my mother’s illness, nor as far as I could tell any 
other calamity that her family faced. The high points—her 
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marriage to Mike, trips to the Lake Country in England, 
and her husband’s professional accolades—filled the typed 
pages, front and back. No recording whatsoever of her 
daughters’s many challenges.
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relapse and recovery
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Chasing an eternal spring

I moved several times over the next twelve years—first 
from Los Angeles in 1992 to New York for graduate school, 
where I had the opportunity to spend consistent time with 
my mother. When living on an adjunct’s part-time salary 
in Brooklyn became intolerable, in 1996 I went back to 
San Francisco, where I published a weird fantasy novella, 
Black Market Babies. Distributed by comics publisher Last 
Gasp, its subjects were triplet sisters separated at birth who 
unexpectedly reunite in college to embark on the nearly 
impossible task of finding their birth mother. Soon the high 
rents of San Francisco proved too difficult, and I found 
myself living in Los Angeles, where friends in the arts made 
finding a good bohemian apartment more likely. 

By 2000, I was once again settled in Silver Lake, adjunct-
ing wherever I could find work. Meanwhile, on the East 
Coast my mother was facing a difficult time after another 
psychiatrist had again reduced the amount of Haldol she 
was on, hoping that this would in turn decrease the harmful 
extrapyramidal side effects, most noticeably the tardive 
dyskinesia she suffered from. She had been taking her medi-
cation diligently for over ten years, faithfully combating 
those inner voices that insisted she was well enough to stop 
taking her pills. Each day, she would pour out the contents 
of her prescriptions onto her bed and count backwards from 
the purchase date with an eye to the calendar and the day of 
the drug’s purchase. In this way, she avoided double dosing 
herself or mistakenly going without her medication.

Her relapse was a great disappointment to everyone. After 
she had been admitted to a nearby hospital, her psychiatrist of 
thirteen years apologized to my brother for his mistake then fled, 
embarrassed, never to return a call or to be heard from again.
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Deinstitutionalization

Unfortunately, the infamous push for deinstitutionalization 
that began with the 1965 passage of Medicaid through 
which states were “incentivized to move patients out of 
state mental hospitals and into nursing homes and general 
hospitals because the program [would now] exclude… 
coverage for people in ‘institutions for mental diseases,’”13 
meant that obtaining appropriate help for our mother would 
be a constant, demoralizing battle.

After a month-long hospital stay, despite the fact that 
the severity of her psychosis had not ebbed, the hospital 
informed my brother—who held power of attorney—that 
they would not provide her further treatment, despite being 
insured. At that time, the grim reality was that hospitals 
had the right to refuse treatment with a doctor’s consent, 
positing that the mental health patient cannot readily be 
cured. John had no choice but to acquiesce. After she was 
admitted to a second hospital, it was suggested he have my 
mother transferred to long-term care; however, with its 
distressing costs and poor outcomes, this was a less than 
desirable option. Instead, he followed the advice of a social 
worker and had our mother admitted to an assisted living 
facility. At $4,000 a month, this was a costly solution that 
put our mother’s limited savings in jeopardy. 

Automatically, she was placed on a heavy dose of Risperdal, 
an experimental antipsychotic infamous now for its many 
negative side effects. Still suffering from persistent delusions, 
hardly eating, and now embarrassingly incontinent, she 
began to waste away. 

13 Pan, Deanna, et al. “TIMELINE: Deinstitutionalization and Its Consequences.” 

Mother Jones, 24 June 2017. Web.
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It was roughly then, in late spring 2001 that I came 
from Los Angeles to visit her in this clean and tidy, large 
multistory facility. For most of the day, she lay listless in 
bed; interaction was almost impossible. I returned after the 
first evening to a nearby hotel, hopeful that over the course 
of my short stay she might regain some of her previous 
composure so that we might join the other residents in the 
facility’s van for an excursion downtown to enjoy lunch and 
a movie together. This was not to be. She rarely left bed 
and was unable to hold a conversation of over two or three 
minutes long. One afternoon, she mysteriously rose from her 
stupor to take a seat on a stiff-looking upholstered chair in 
the quasi-elegant airy recreation room of the ground floor 
before a large television set to watch an international tennis 
tournament. In a near-somnambulant state, she clicked 
her fingers with excitement, remarking at the appropriate 
times on the skill level of the participants, after which she 
promptly returned to bed. During the tennis match, she was 
single focused. Her attention was on the tennis players; my 
presence was effectively ignored. 

Disappointed, I spent the remainder of my visit in the 
third-story office with the head nurse hoping, through idle 
conversation, to affect a situation I was ill-equipped to change. 

December 2001

Eventually our mother, famished and exceptionally thin, 
had a dramatic fall and was taken to a nearby hospital. 
The medical staff confirmed my brother’s suspicions: my 
mother’s troubling incontinence and dazed mental state 
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were a direct effect of being placed on Risperdal. She was 
taken off the drug and placed back on Haldol. Immediately 
she stopped wetting herself and was no longer distant and 
unreachable. Not fully stabilized, she was released into my 
brother’s care in Princeton housing, where he was staying 
with his fiancée. 

She suffered from several delusions at this time. One 
that would resurface over the course of the next two 
relapses was a delusion that her teeth were falling out. In 
this specific case, they were melting. She refused to eat 
anything she deemed too hard, like cereal or crusts of 
bread. Later, my brother determined that while she was 
staying at the assisted living facility, unable to care for her 
hygiene, a milky film from the nutritional drinks she had 
been encouraged to imbibe had built up on the surface of 
her teeth. In this sense her delusion, like most of her past 
disturbances, was rooted in reality. 

At this time, I was struggling with a crisis of my own, 
having quit a poorly administrated job and being wholly 
unprepared for the insecurity of being a part-time academic 
in a post-9/11, dotcom-crash economy. Broke and on edge, I 
flew to the East Coast, this time in December, to visit. 

In this small one bedroom dwelling set within a lightly 
forested knoll, where I stayed with my mother, brother, and 
his fiancée, I fulfilled the need of my mother’s paranoia for a 
suspicious actor. Constantly at loggerheads, my mother and 
I plunged back in time to those acrimonious years before she 
received treatment. She was agitated, hostile, and accusatory. 
Once again, I was her adversary. As it snowed outside, my 
brother’s fiancé attended classes at a local community college 
and my brother studied for arduous exams; meanwhile, 
my mother paced manically back and forth inside the six-
hundred-square-foot abode, accusing me of inanities (You 
stole John’s money, I saw you. — Where are you going dressed 
like that?), before making demands on my brother for his 
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attention regarding her latest delusions in which scandal-
ridden and recently bankrupted Enron Corporation figured 
strongly. 

Pre-existing conditions

A few weeks later, after I had returned to Los Angeles, my 
brother became overwhelmed by my mother’s frantic and 
unimproved state. She was writing obsessively to Bausch & 
Lomb, complaining that their eye drops had caused her to go 
blind. After another bitter argument over her refusal to eat—
an ongoing dilemma—he dialed 911 with the intention of 
having my mother committed, but then, suddenly changing 
his mind, hung up before anyone answered. 

“Luckily,” as my brother tells it, “the police came anyway.” 
Deemed an imminent danger to herself, she was taken to a 
hospital roughly sixteen miles away for treatment and was 
involuntarily committed. 

It was here that my brother learned from the medical 
staff about a new law passed in 1992 by Governor Christie 
Whitman making it illegal for hospitals not to treat pre-
existing conditions. Researching her Blue Shield insurance 
policy, my brother discovered our mother had signed on 
after the new and historic law went into effect, therefore 
she could not be refused care after a short commitment 
period, a typical limitation of mental health insurance. 
The former hospital’s refusal to care for our mother had 
been illegal. This bit of information would be crucial going 
forward. Once it was clear that the staff could not care for 
our mother, she could not just be shuttled off to an expensive 
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assisted living center or long-term care facility. The hospital 
was required by law to find her appropriate care. Another 
psychiatric facility in the same county was then suggested as 
a good alternative. 

January 2002

It was here, at this third hospital, that she repeatedly made 
her terrifying pronouncement: I am going blind, Claire. 
Soon I will be blind. 

Each time I called the hospital that January, my mother’s 
distress was that much more acute, her impending blindness 
of even greater certitude.

These terrifying delusions reminded me of the same 
paranoiac proclamations made by Nathaniel, the protagonist 
in E. T. A. Hoffman’s renowned fantastic story of 1816, The 
Sandman, who by story’s end will throw himself off a bell 
tower in an uncontrollable fit of outsized fear. My mother’s 

“blindness” was a delusion much like Nathaniel’s fear of a 
folkloric Sandman whose job it was to steal misbehaving 
children’s eyesight in the middle of the night. The event 
that precipitated my mother’s “blindness” had been an eye 
infection she contracted during what would be one of her 
many harrowing relapses. Despite the careful administration 
of the medicated eye drops by my brother’s wife, the infection 
returned. One eye would become permanently slatted. Even 
so, she was in no way going blind. The damage was not to 
her eye, but to her eyelid. In her paranoid state, however, the 
injury manifested as a powerful delusion. Just as concerning 
were the ensuing delusions of a painful broken arm and total 
paralysis of her spine. 
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Greystone Park Psychiatric Hospital

Days passed. Our medical options at this facility were 
exhausted. We were told she would have to be placed in 
an overcrowded long-term state facility ominously named 
Greystone Park. Built in 1876, it was originally dubbed the 
State Asylum for the Insane at Morristown. My mother 
was no happier about this than we were, but no matter the 
amount she was prescribed, no matter how many shots, 
Haldol no longer did the trick. New second-generation anti-
psychotics were tried. None of these provided our mother 
with any relief. 

 My brother did some research on the institution and 
called to tell me. 

“You would not believe how many of their patients have 
committed violent crimes. Greystone is not a good option for 
Mom.”

“This is terrible,” I fretted, unable to fathom the horror of 
visiting my mother someplace she would never be permitted 
to leave. 

After months of false starts, we began to think that our 
mother might never recover and regain her independence. 
Then my brother took it upon himself to perform some 
independent research on our mother’s behalf, uncovering 
a new antipsychotic medication—Seroquel—through a 
brief Internet search. My brother persuaded my mother’s 
doctor, after much hesitation, to give the new drug a chance. 
Administered Seroquel, the mother we had lost sight of for a 
good part of a year began to resurface. 

“I don’t want to go to Greystone,” she confided to me over 
the phone soon after the drug’s administration. “If I end up 
there, I won’t ever see you or John again.” 

“Probably not,” was my blunt response. 
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I couldn’t imagine visiting my mother in a psychiatric 
hospital where improvement or recovery was anomalous 
and highly unlikely. Perhaps selfishly, the institutional 
life was not something I wanted for our mother. For all 
of her daily constraints—the difficulty she had in placing 
her trust in other people, in driving back and forth on 
streets she had navigated for decades, in the making of 
the simplest decisions without sifting through endless, 
niggling worries—our mother had succeeded in leading 
a reasonably independent life. While she may not have 
been very organized (there was always that surfeit of blue 
jeans, papers, and sundry other domestic items that would 
eventually take over her living space), she managed fairly 
well on her own. For two decades, she had lived in New 
Jersey without the comfort or support of close friends or 
immediate family, on a modest budget. In a matter of days 
on this new drug, the powerful and persistent delusions 
that had dogged her existence for the good portion of a year 
would begin to recede.

I knew she wasn’t actually going blind or becoming 
paralyzed. Even so, I agonized. If she believed this was so, 
then it might as well be true. It is well documented that 
people suffering from schizophrenia feel pain when in the 
grip of a powerful delusion, even when there is no actual 
physical injury. At night, I lay awake stricken, imagining my 
mother strapped to a gurney, trapped inside a failing body, 
on the cusp of going blind, fully conscious and unable to 
change her situation. 
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No longer anhedonic

On a new cocktail of first- and second-generation anti-
psychotics—Haldol, Seroquel and the anti-depressant 
Zoloft—Mom made a swift recovery. For the first time, she 
was no longer anhedonic. This “poverty of feeling,” one of 
the secondary features of schizophrenia, had been utterly 
perplexing. Rarely had my mother shown the enthusiasm 
for the kind of daily pleasures most of us take for granted. 
She had showed little interest in games, sports, any routine 
outdoor activities like walking or biking, shopping, or 
romance. 

Now that the apathy associated with her illness had just 
about lifted, my mother routinely called me to extol the 
virtues of her newly found interests. 

“Have you heard of Elton John? He’s fantastic!” 
“No, tell me about him,” I said. I did not remind her of my 

first music purchase at five years old and the gazillion times 
I listened alone to Elton John’s mega-hit “Crocodile Rock” 
on the small blue record player in the den, singing off-key to 
my first and favorite record. 

The popular Italian classical tenor Luciano Pavarotti 
was another favorite of my mother’s. She collected all of 
his performances on videotape. After so many years of 
embittered silence, my mother’s home was filled with the 
joy of music. A world once shrouded in darkness was now 
suddenly brightly accessible. 

END EXCERPT PART TWO
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Psychiatry and neuroscience

Studying as much psychiatry and neuroscience on the subject 
as I had time to access easily between grading papers and 
appearing at my mother’s apartment to help with groceries 
and other daily needs, I discovered the literature on the 
topic had exploded, with new memoirs on the subject of 
schizophrenia and schizoid affective disorder appearing 
monthly. Many people coping with a chronic mental disorder 
had taken to self-publishing. 

After reading one work, I was taken aback once again at 
how little I understood of the actual timeline of the illness. 
Outlined within these pages were the powerful effects 
of each of three stages: prodromal (or beginning), acute 
(or active) and recovery (residual). Most striking was the 
commentary on recovery. The author of one work claimed 
that it took him at least a year to fully recover from the 
depression and mental flattening that precipitated a return 
to “normal.” As the author described it, it was as if he were 
blanketed in a heavy fog for months after the months of 
intense psychosis had dissipated. 

Here I was expecting my mother’s return to “normal” to 
occur in two months. I was not prepared for her to suffer 
in a state of mute agitation for an entire year, and now 
recognized my impatience for what it was: a profound state 
of ignorance. After enduring months of fierce hallucinations, 
manic sleepless nights, and after ingesting copious amounts 
of anti-psychotic drugs with little to no exercise, what hope 
did my mother have of regaining her equilibrium after such 
a short passage of time? This thin, self-published memoir 
with its appropriately dark cover was eye opening, and I 
regret that in the midst of a difficult period personally and a 
short geographic move, it went missing. 

BEGIN PART THREE EXCERPT
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On the shelves at the library I found more memoirs, 
notable biographies, medical histories, works on the 
history of psychoanalysis, science-focused medical tomes 
such as Richard Noll’s American Madness, and works of 
feminist literary analysis and history including Elaine 
Showalter’s disturbing and immensely readable study of 
hysteria and the treatment of women with mental illness, 
The Female Malady. Reviewing these works, not only did 
I come to realize how fluid our interpretation of mental 
illness has been, from hysteria and dementia praecox to our 
present understanding of schizophrenia and its biological 
roots, I also came to realize how poorly the treatments 
had worked until recently. Whether women who received 
treatment in the mid-nineteenth century suffered from 
schizophrenia or not, I cannot say, and perhaps no one will 
ever know. Showalter, however, details the horrifying use 
of “sexual surgery” or clitoridectomy on women who were 
institutionalized and being treated for mental illness.16 

Overcrowded institutional custodial care continued 
through the late 1800s into the 1930s, when aggressive 
treatments such as the insulin-induced coma, which 
required that patients be repeatedly injected with large 
doses of the hormone in order to produce comas came into 
favor, along with electroshock, the production of seizures 
by the use of electric current. The lobotomy or prefrontal 
leucotomy was introduced in 1936. While there was some 
success in “calming patients,” it fell out of favor after notable 
abuses in the 1950s when lithium and neuroleptics, first 
generation anti-psychotic drugs, became available.17 

In 1959 when my mother first showed signs of this illness, 
neuroscience was still in its infancy. Electroshock treatment 
was the prevailing treatment for schizophrenia. If there  
 
16 Showalter, Elaine. The Female Malady. London: Virago, 1987. 76–78.

17 Ibid. 195–219.
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was no improvement, confinement to a state hospital was 
the next step. Reading up on these practices, none of which 
sounded the least bit desirable and were, in fact, quite 
harrowing 

18 and, in some cases, deadly, I came to wonder 
whether my mother was privy to the same information. If so, 
was this partially the reason that she never sought treatment 
all those years ago?

The paranoid type

Doing further research, I was struck by the subcategories 
of schizophrenia, which include the paranoid type, the 
disorganized type, the catatonic type, undifferentiated, and 
residual.19 Those suffering from paranoid schizophrenia 
were reported to be the highest functioning, at least in early 
editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders and in sundry publications. People with paranoid 
schizophrenia are generally more capable of relating to other 
people and performing at work; their symptoms do not 
usually appear until later in life. Delusions are usually based 
on a central theme and continue along characteristic lines 
for some time. A major stressor is often the cause for those 
who live with the condition to experience an increased  
 

18 Experimental filmmaker and artist Sara Kathryn Arledge (Smith) writes about her first 

commitment at Napa State Hospital in 1960, where she received eighteen electroshock 

treatments, a standard procedure, which resulted not so surprisingly in the breaking of 

her back. (Smith, Sara K. Ed. Terry Cannon. Madness in Memory. Follies. 1974.)

19 APA. “DSM-IV-TR.” Diagnostic Criteria for Schizophrenic Subtypes, Prentice Hall, 

2010. Web.
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intensity in symptoms. Because they often feel persecuted, 
they can be quick to anger. A flat affect is not uncommon. 
Jocular or giddy behavior at inappropriate times, like 
laughter at a funeral, is a common symptom. People who 
suffer from this subtype category in particular fear revealing 
their symptoms to strangers. They can have difficulty 
maintaining ordinary daily activities such as bathing and 
brushing their hair and teeth. That this subcategory has 
been deleted from the dsm-v has left me more than a little 
perplexed. 

In his notable book Whispers: The Voices of Paranoia, 
Dr. Ronald Siegel reports how the origins of paranoia are 
believed by neuroscientists to be located in the “limbic 
system”: a group of neurons and hormone-secreting 
structures deep inside the center of the brain considered 
to be highly feeling. The primary features of paranoia, 
Siegel conveys, are “hyperalertness and hypersensitivity 
to the smallest details…. The paranoid becomes rigid and 
inflexible;” the person “is attuned to any possible threat.” 

20 
This seemed more than evident in my mother’s case. Her 
attention to detail was agonizing and a source of great 
distress. Whether it was the attention paid to a tiny bit 
of charred skin on a rotisserie chicken or the unfamiliar 
substance in a pot of boiling soup, the most-minute detail 
was often suspect, indicative of countless potential horrors. 

20 Siegel, Ronald K. Whispers: The Voices of Paranoia. New York: Touchstone, 1996.
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Organic disease

Despite my mother’s long-standing diagnosis, it had been 
all too easy for me to slip back into “the metaphorical,” as 
Susan Sontag has been oft quoted on the topic, and view 
my mother’s illness as a psychological, self-perpetuating 
phenomenon: she was ill equipped to survive the stressors 
of “late capitalism” and the gender inequities in the work 
place and in those places that undergirded her domestic life; 
she was from an entitled family and therefore destroyed by 
her inability to “rate” as highly as the other top performers, 
the men who seemed to secure for themselves leadership 
roles, awards, and unassailable income. It always seemed 
possible somehow to fault my mother for her condition 
despite the hallucinations, the multiple relapses, the 
catatonia, the difficulty she had in making friends, or 
driving with confidence even though she remained squarely 
between the lines. 

Researching the brain science, for a short while, I was 
able to put this view to rest. “Mental illness is not in the 
mind, but rather in the brain,” biologist Dr. Ronald Chase 
tells us in his scientific memoir Schizophrenia: A Brother 
Finds Answers in Biological Science—a compassionate 
and determined work in which Chase weaves alternating 
chapters between the history and latest biomedical science 
undergirding the study of schizophrenia with the story of 
his brother’s illness. 

While initially schizophrenia was believed by Emil 
Kraepelin in the nineteenth century to be a disease of the 
brain, writes Chase, its neuropathology was so obscure that 
according to Paul J. Harrison of Brain magazine, it was 
soon identified to be “a ‘functional’ psychosis, a disorder 
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with no structural basis.” 
21 It is only somewhat recently with 

ct scans and mris, Chase writes, that the neuropathologic 
basis of schizophrenia is once again of serious import. 
Additionally, he tells us past autopsies reveal a number of 
confirmed abnormalities in the brains of those who suffer 
from schizophrenia—for example, “ventricular enlargement 
and decreased cerebral (cortical and hippocampal) volume.” 
There are other noted structural differences. Of the brain 
disorder from which his brother suffered, Chase writes, “The 
brains of people with schizophrenia show a significantly 
greater reduction of gray matter (the area that includes 
regions such as muscle control, sensory perception, memory, 
emotions, speech, decision making, and more) than do the 
brains of healthy individuals. Moreover, much of the white 
matter (tissue through which the communication between 
the different areas of gray matter in the nervous system 
happens) has an abnormal physical appearance in brains of 
people who have schizophrenia.” Chase believes strongly that 
schizophrenia should be classified as a brain disorder and not 
a behavioral disorder. Like Parkinson’s disease or Alzheimer’s, 
schizophrenia should be treated as a medical illness.22 

21 Harrison, Paul J. “Neuropathology of Schizophrenia: A Critical Review of the Data 

and Their Interpretation | Brain | Oxford Academic.” OUP Academic, Oxford University 

Press, 1 Apr. 1999. Web.

22 Chase, Ronald. Schizophrenia: A Brother Finds Answers in Biological Science. Baltimore, 

MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2013.
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The myths of schizophrenia

Parsing recent neuroscience findings, Esmé Weijun Wang, 
in her recent groundbreaking work of life writing, medical 
inquiry, and cultural criticism, The Collected Schizophrenias, 
relays her dismay in reading about these inherent structural 
brain changes associated with acute and chronic schizo-
phrenia indicative of a progressive neurological disease. 

“Schizophrenia’s unpleasant prognosis today,” Wang remarks, 
essentially augurs “a permanently damaged brain.” After 
having suffered a seven-month-long psychotic episode, a 
symptom of schizoaffective disorder, she describes being 
told by her doctor that, “the longer the episode lasted, 
and the more frequently the episodes occurred, the more 
damage was occurring to my brain.” This anxiety “about a 
loss of grey matter,” she tells us, “fed a variety of delusions: 
one afternoon I frantically called my husband at work to 
babble about spiders eating holes in my brain.” On the 
recent mri findings she remarks, “It is disconcerting for 
anyone to be told that their brain is being damaged by an 
uncontrollable illness.” 

23

Another related theory suggests that early treatment 
is key to staving off the damage. This view was echoed by 
a psychiatrist when my mother was being treated during 
one of her most persistent relapses, one in which she was 
alternately catatonic or severely delusional, unable to live on 
her own, being bounced between hospital psychiatric wards 
and the assisted living facility of Ramapo Ridge. My brother 
and I, realizing that my mother had endured a prolonged 
psychosis of several years before receiving treatment or

23 Wang, Esmé Weijun. The Collected Schizophrenias: Essays. Minneapolis, MN: 

Graywolf Press, 2019. 1–29.
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being diagnosed with schizophrenia, lamented that if she 
had only received treatment sooner, perhaps the long-
term neurological damage to her brain may have been 
significantly less. 

However clarifying these medical findings might be in 
granting individuals with mental health disorders access to 
proper medical care that stresses early intervention, as well 
as in directing biology-based abatement of these disorders, 
these results that posit schizophrenia as a progressive brain 
disease are, for some, contentious.

Scientific studies exist that challenge these results as 
being the outcome of long-term use of medications or 
substances. 

According to the authors of “The Myth of Schizophrenia 
as a Progressive Brain Disorder,” there is much evidence 
to contradict the commonly held idea that schizophrenia 
is “a deteriorating disease, reinforced by mri findings 
of progressive brain tissue loss over the early years of 
illness.” Consumer and family groups instead find that “the 
majority of people with schizophrenia have the potential 
to achieve long-term remission and functional recovery.” 
Recent studies take into consideration types of medication, 
sedentary lifestyle, duration of untreated psychosis, and 
stress, among other factors. The authors of “The Myth of 
Schizophrenia…,” Robert B. Zipursky, Thomas J. Reilly, 
and Robin M. Murray point to “compelling evidence 
that antipsychotic medications have an important role 
in contributing to these ‘progressive’ [brain] changes.” 
Remarking on the implications of many peer reviewed 
studies, the authors advocate that “mental health pro-
fessionals need to join with patients and their families 
in understanding that schizophrenia is not a malig nant 
disease that inevitably deteriorates over time, but rather one 
from which most people can achieve a substantial degree 
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of recovery.” 

24

Considering this view, I am reminded of how deeply 
perspicacious my mother remained despite the intense 
extrapyramidal side effects of her treatment. Despite the 
limitations in her coordination and the marked insecurity 
that abounded with everyday decisions, she remained 
inquisitive about the political realities of the times. She 
spent hours focused on her favorite msnbc programs, 
paying keen attention to Barack Obama’s presidency. She 
often advised my brother in matters related to academic 
achievement and advancement. At times, she dared to 
dabble in the buying of high-risk stocks, without the benefit 
of having been weaned on such capitalistic pursuits. Despite 
the march of time, and despite the many relapses she 
endured, my mother craved more intellectual engagement, 
and never less.

24 Zipursky, R., Reilly, T. and Murray, R. “The Myth of Schizophrenia as a Progressive 

Brain Disease.” Schizophrenia Bulletin. 2013 Nov; 39(6): 1363–1372. Accessed 6 Nov. 

2019. Web.
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